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Housing lottery
planned f oi- fall
By Nancy Hobbs
lounges, tht!re is nowhere for the
Although students were once _students to go," Maroon said.
guaranteed four years of on- "The lottery system is seen as a
campus housing, a new system way to eliminate build-ups and
may go into effect that will enhance dorm environments."
reduce the number of guaranteed
Last year's lottery system
years students can live on- caused problems, according to
campus to two.
Maroon, and had to be revised.
·
Because of build-ups in dorm
Students were sent a form in
lounges and students living in the the summer requesting them to
Atlantic Motel in Hampton and decide if they would move to the
the Meadowbrook Inn in Ports-_ Hampton or Portsmouth hotels.
mouth. a lottery system for on- Not enough students responded,
campus housing is in the planning and 100 students were picked at
stages.
random, according to Maroon.
The proposed lottery first anThe Atlantic Motei willoe an
nounced at a Student Senate available for on-campus housing
meeting Sunday and to. the ad- _ for the 1980-1981 academic year.
ministration vesterday. will ran- The Mill Road House, formerly
domly ~eed ~t at J~st 100 Acacia fraternity, will be used for
returning juniors and seniors the fall semester only. The ·
living on campus.
Meadowbrook Inn won't be used
If there are too many students next year.
-requesting on-campus housing
If the lottery is needed it wUl
for next semester at room draw begin on Aprµ 7. One hundred
in April, there will be a random students who will return in the
This bicycler on Main Street is probably hoping for an early spring. (Jonathan Blake photo)
computer selection of returning fall as juniors and seniors will be
juniors and seniors to be taken weeded out. Another 100 juniors
and seniors, al~o randomly selecout of the dorm.
The number of upperclassmen ted, will be put on a waiting list.
that will be returning to the dor- Students will be notified by April
ms will be decided through room 8 if they are on either list.
draw which runs lrom April 1
Three committees--public
through 4. This number. com- relations, housing information
bined with the projected ~um- center and an appeals board-will
By Dennis Cauchon
mastery of that course,'' said penalize students for taking ber of incoming freshmen will be set by· the on-campus housing
The Academic Senate voted William Chesbro, professor of risks," said James Davis, Jr., give the committee an idea as to committee to handle the lottery.
associate
professor
of whether or not the lottery system·
yesterday, after a lively microbiology.
The appeals board will deal
discussion, to keep the rule which
It doesn't seem logical, psychology. He cited the will be put into effect.
directly with students who were
allows students to repeAt a course Chesbro said, to take the grade of statistics course in his- deparAccording to Kendra Maroon, displaced, helping them to find
and eliminate a bad mark from an early stage and average it tment as an example of a course chairwoman of Residential Life alternate housing. According to
the grade point average.
with a grade that represents the that students consider risky and Council, present facilities are David Ross, vice-chairman. of the
History Professor Hans mast,e ry achieved at a later benefit from an opportunity to inadequate for the number ~f Residential Life Council, students
reoeat.
Heilbronner led the fight to have stage.
will have chances to appeal
students now living in dorms.
grades from repeated courses
Robert Simpson, associate SE~ATE, page 4
"With the build-ups in the LOTTERY, page 5
averaged with the grades already professor of physics, disagreed,
received, but the proposal failed saying the same reward should
by an 18-28 vote.
not be given to a student who
"The present rule excising the takes three times to reach a level
poor grade from the grade point of competence as is given to a
average was a result of a change student whQ does it the first time.
made during the turbulent 60s,"
''It is an enormous factor in
Heilbronner said. "I would be grade inflation," Sjmpson said.
By Mary Andrews
ago.
Historical Society, will work wh _
happy to return to a period
The debate roamed from the
The UNH Art Gallery received
''The success of the first Susan Olney, director of the
earlier in the 608."
.
social implications, whether poor its largest grant ever to fund an project, (titled "A ,Stern and Gallery to focus the project
Heilbronner, who is a member students are penalized because exhibit on the White Mountains. . Lovely Scene: The Isles of around people who live, work or
of the Academic Standards they can less afford to repeat
The National Endowment for Shoales") said Susan Faxon tour the White Mountains.
Committee which voted 6 to 1 to courses, to the effect the change the Humanities awarded the Olney, director of the Univer"The loggers, and the farmers,
recommend the change, said the would have on students at Thom- Gallery $70,648 to fund a project sity's Art Gallery, "reinforced - the people who have made their
curren·t r-ule is unfair to the pson School, most of whom are - entitled ''The White Mountains in my beli~f that the University has living off the land are the people
student who never fails.
two year students and therefore the 19th Centure: Place and Per- an obligation to present to state who make up group one," Olney
"Students I've talked to don't have less time to improve bad ceptions."
and national audiences the kinds said. "We're concerned with the
feel the inequity and inequality grades.
The project is part of, a series of of cultural contributions New people who settled . the White
from students who repeat cour"(Tl)e change) _ seems .to exhibitions started two years Hampshire has made.''
Mountains."
ses," responded student senator
The recent grant is the second
The "Hudson River Painters"
Robert Coates.
of two grants awarded to the make up group two. According to
Coates, who was the lone Gallery by the National En- Olney these are the artists,
dissenter in the Academic Stan- ,
dowment for the Humanities. The writers, and scientists who came
dards Committee's recommenfirst grant, a planning grant, to the White Mountains because
dation, said stude!}ts are
allowed the University to hire two they saw them as a focus of
penalized financially and by a
consultants, Donald Keyes and national pride.
'
·
loss of time when they repeat a
!Stuart Wallace.
"They saw inspiration in the
course.
Keyes, an art history professor wilderness.'' Olney said.
Only 26 percent of all students
at Smith College and Wallace, an
The writings of these artists in··
repeat a course, said Stephanie
editor for tl)e New Hampshire GALLERY, page 5
Thomas, UNH's registrar. But
those who do, repeat an average
of two courses each.

Senate keeps.grade p~licy

Largest grant ever

Art gallery·project funded

Energy audit may
save heat, money

Thomas said there have been

extraordinary cases of students
· repeating a colµ"Se many times,
but this was not the norm.
'flt is reasonable to consider
that a grade as the measure of

By Lori Holmes
and Willard Tucker
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The i\cad.emic Se)!ate voted yesterday to keep a controversial
·

'---------------- grade policy. ( Chris Hart photo) ·

The energy audit in progress on
campus buildings will conserve
heat and may save the University
from paying fines for violating
federal conservation guidelines.
Energy · waste from poor insulation, excessively high thermostats, and open windows are
costly to the University, according to John French of the
Physical Plant Operation and
Maintenance (PPO&M). And the
University could be fined as
much as $10,000 for not com-

plying with federal regulations,
French added.
·
French and Marty Shepard,
appointed energy conservation
technicians for the• University by
College of Liberal Arts Dean
James Smith two weeks ago, are
in charge of keeping thermostats
in academic, administrative and
New England Center buildings at
the 65 degree federal maximum,
French said.
"We're working with Jim
Smith on a program to check the
buildings and set back therAUDIT, page4
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New bars open in Durham

News Briefs
UNH student hospitalized
Jeffrey A. Strachan, a senior at UNI:!, is in stable condition_at
the Wentworth Douglas Hospital in Dover where he was treated
·
for self-inflicted wounds.
Strachan, 25, of Gorham, Maine, was taken to the hospital at
1: 41 a_.m. Sunday morning by the Durham Ambulance Corps. after he was found in a brook near Lord Hall, his campus residence.
He was treated for hypothermia and bodily injuries, according to
the UNH police teport.
UNH police went to Strachan's dorm room at 12:49 Sunday to
investigate a possible crime. According to a police spokeswoman,
the room was found in a shambles and there was blood on the floor
and walls.
After an investigation by the UNH Police Department, Durham
Police Department and the .State Police Forensic Laboratory,
County attorney Dennis May said Strachan inflicted the wounds
to himself before fleeing the room.
The spokeswoman declined to comment on the extent or
location of injuries sustained by Strachan.

Dorm site opposed
A group of students opposed to the building of a new dorm by A- ·
lot site are having an organizational meeting 7 p.m. Thursday, at
the Light Horse Barn on Mast Rd.
The students plan to form a committee to investigate and oppose the construction of a dorm by lot A which is near the old
reservoir.
Organizers said they oppose the site because it will interfere
. .
with UNH's agricultural program.
University officials have recently said that they are considering
,
'building a new dorm.by lot A.

1

Kari-Van• sche<l.ule
The Kari-Van's regularly scheduled service will en~ for the
spring Break Friday. The last run to leave Durham will be the
5: 15 p.m. Newmarket bus.
Regular scheduled service will resume Sunday, March ' 16 at 6
da
.
p.m.
The schedule for Spring break will be as follows, Mon y
through-Friday only:
Dover A and B: 7 a.m., 8 a.m., 12:10 p.m., 3:40 P.M., and 4:40
d
p.m.
Newmarket: 7:15 a.m., 8:15 a.m., 1~15 p.m., 3:40 p.m., an 4:40
p.m.
Portsmouth: 7 a.m., 8 a.m., 1:05 p.m., 3: 40 p.m., 4: 40 p.m.

Granite available Wed.

By Kathi Scrizzi
&rs
Durham's
Though
initially suffered wben-c'the
drinking age was raised~ 18
to 20 last year, the opening of two
bars this spring indicates the entertainment business is bouncing
back.
The key is diversity, according
to local establishment owners. .
Both bars are based on ideas ·
new to the Durham population.
Tin Palace restaurant owner
Russell Walker describes his
Crescent Room Lounge addition
as a place with a "comfortable,
~onversation-type atmosphere".
He said there has been a need for
a more intimate Durham bar for
several years, and the addition
has been in the planning stages
since 1976.
Nick Gegas is converting
the Franklin Theatre to simply
"The Franklin"-a 350-seat bar
with entertainment varying from
movies to dancing to live bands.
"There's nothing like it in the
whole seacoast,'' he claimed.
Walker said the steady
business he has had in the past
few years did not suffer when the
.
drinking age was changed.
"We've gotten a betterbehaved crowd, one that's more
mature," he explained. "We have
more faculty and staff members, ·
families and Durham residents
coming in here, who probably
didn't want to get involved with
the younger students before.'' . _
Geg~~ 1 _ who also OW!lS._ the...

College Corner Restaurant and mer Durham Boarding Hoqse
Down Under Pub said the bars Club, is decorated in a 1910-1915
that cannot rely on reslaurant style with antiques, daguerrobusiness have had problems. "If types, prints and a working
somebody says the change in the fireplace that Walker said will
drinking age didn't hurt business, be used to heat the room.
Gegas -is philosopliicaf.
they're crazy," he said.
But both Walker and Gegas are "You've got to have hope," he
optimistic about their new enter- said. "You can't just lie down and
die with it. People are looking for
prises.
Walker plans to open the lounge . a new entertainment and we will
next week and doesn't anticipate I have the different and unique
·problems in filling the 55-seat ad- thing to do."
Gegas hopes to have The
dition.
The lounge, named after a for- Franklin open by early March.

Spacecra :ft C&i-ries
UNH spectro_m eter
producing violent bursts of
cause
can
that
energy
widespread radio blackouts,
disrupt communications satellite
· traffic, trigger global magnetic
storms, overheat the atmosphere
for days, and affect men in space
and high-flying aircraft.
was
spectrometer
The
designed and built by the Gamma
Ray Astronomy Group in the
UNH Department of Physics with
an initial $1.8 million contract
from NASA. According to Chupp,
"the spectrometer measures the
intensity of gamma rays at the
earth."
The spacecraft's seven experiments, chosen from about 200
originally proposed, expects to
provide the most exhaustive,
~oordinated study of flares, ever.
NASA hopes to keep the craft orbiting for the next two or three
.
years.
Chupp collaborated with the
Max Planck Institute of Physics
the crime of robbery," Keefe and Astrophysics in Munich,
West Germany; t.h e Naval
said.
The charges were dropped af- •Research Laboratory in Washter a hearing on January 23. The .ington, and the Jet Propulsion
defense had previously filed two Laboratory of the California lnmotions, according to John stitute_of Technol9flY to build the inBoeckeler, one of the defense at- strument, which will try to
torneys, to set aside the first determine what causes flares and ·
degree murder indictment and how particles emitted from the
_~
sun accelerate as they bombard
the robbery indictment.
, "Our motion said the 1n-• the interplanetary medium, indictment was insufficient," cluding earth.
In its 16 daily orbits, the
Boeckeler said~ "It dian't fully
and plainly and substantially and , spacecraft sends data to tracking
formally tell the accused what he stations beneath its path around
the world. The information is
had to meet.
The state apparently agreed," . transmitted to the Goddard
he said. "It didn't object to the Space Flight Center in Maryland.
Each morning at Goddard, the
motion."
Gregory Smith, deputy attor- seven investigating teams meet
ney general, said it was decided to discuss the previous day's obto drop the case and redraft the ,.ser.vations and plan directional
felony murder indictment instead instructions for the satellite. A
of going through with the case prime element determining these
·
By John Marini
A NASA spacecraft, carrying a
UNH gamma ray spectrometer,
is "going well," said Physics
Professor Edward Chupp, the
principle investigator.
The 5200-pound satellite, including the 258-pound UNH spectrometer, was launched Feb. 14
from Cape Canaveral into an orbit 310 miles above the earth to
observe solar flares. The sun is
now in its second most active
period since Galileo discovered
sunsoots in the 17th century.
The $79 million Solar Maximum Mission .. is studying the
flares .that erupt from time to
time on the surface of the sun,

Request to reconvene
inyestigat~ on denied
By Laura Meade
Strafford County Superior
Court has denied a request filed
by the State AttoJ;'lley Gene.r al's
Office to reconvene the grand
jury investigation into the Nov.14
murder in Durham of a Maine
man. Richard Keefe, clerk of court,
said the motion was turned down
but the case will be brought up
when the grand jury meets on
April 2.
Last month, murder and robbery indictments against Barney
Siel, a former UNH freshman,
were dropped due to what Peter
Heed, assistant attorney general
termed a technical difficulty.
Siel, 19, a Pittsfield, NH
resident, was charged with the
first degree murder of Joseph
Woodside while engaged in robbery. "The original indictment
did not allege all the elements of ._81EL, page 16 -

~ASA,-page I7

.

The '1979 Granite yearbook ·will be available to students at 10
a.m. Wednesday at the Granite's office in Room 125 of the
Memorial Union Building.
The five month late yearbook was delayed because of various
production problems, according to 1980.Granite Editor Cindy Pettengill.
"So far the 1980 book is on time," Pettengill said. "It will be
availablethis fall and will -be- maile<f -directly- to graduating
seniors."
· Pettengill said all students who paid the Student Activity Fee
last year are entitled to a free book.

The weather~
The forecast calls for mostly sunny skies today with high temperatures in the upper 30s, according to the National Weather .
.
Service in Concord.
There will be increasing cloudiness tonight with temperatures
.
dropping to the low 208.
Tomorrow, there's a chance of rain with temperatures m the
low40s.

. .
.' .. .... .,,. .........

Aportralt of Dr. George McGrefor, to whom the Durham Ambulance Corps is dedicated, was
donated by Mr. and Mrs. Russel Harmon at a corps meeting Thursday night. McGregor served
Durham for 34 years until his death in 1967. His portrait was painted by Mr. Harmon. Shown
receiving the portrait is Fire Marshall Donald Bllss, who was re-elected corps president, and
Ronald Howe of Madbury, who was named honorary member after being with the corps since
· · · •· • • •
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Swimming at the
end of the world
By Christina Chant

.

Jon Hassinger and David
Yohalem are anxiously awaiting
the arrival of their Lake Vanda
Swimming Club patches. Lake
Vanda happens to be "one of the
Southern most swimming pools in
the world," according to
Hassinger. "South," that is, 77
degrees-south-of-the-equatorsouth. That is; water-temperature36 degrees Farenheit south.
"South" as in Antarctica south.
Hassinger, a graduate student
in geology, and Yohalem, a
botany major, were members of
a _research t~m led by UNH
Professor Pau1 Mayewski to
Southern Victoria Land,
Anarctica this past winter.
They became members of the
prestigous "swimming club" when
they bathed in the 36 degree lake.
"I did my old penguin imitation."
YohaleQJ said, :'dive in, and in the
same movement jump out."
Peter Jeschke, also a graduate
student, and Roger Goldenberg, a
geology majo_r, rounded out the
five-man team which stu4ied rock
glaciers in the dry valleys of
Southern Victoria Land.
"I tried to have no expectations
before we left", Goldenberg said,
"so I wouldn't be disappointed.
"When we arrived at McMurdo
all we kept saying to each other is,
we're here, we've madeit,"hesaid.
"We had heard of so many
expeditions that were turned back
in mid-flight."
_
According to Mayewski, "everythin_g weyt scientifically_well."
The expedition succeeded to tie up

the loose ends of a preliminary
experiment conducted in 1968; to
detect the movement of rock
glaciers up to I/ 2 meter per year;
to collect a several hundred year _
old ice core, and to set up for
experiments to be done in
Northern Victoria Land next year.
It was hard work according tQ
Goldenberg and Yohalem.
"Hiking twelve miles in New
Hampshire isdifferentthan hiking
twelve miles there," Y ohalem siad.
"There are no trails, a lot ofrubble.
You hike about 2 miles an hour.
Christmas day, after eating dinner
at the base, we hiked six miles, with
no time to digest."
Since it was summer in
Antarctica, there were 24 hours ci
daylight. T°he members of the team·
joke about the beautiful sunsets
and how they worked both day and
night.
The most unexpected feature of
the trip turned out to be the mild
weather. Avernge temperatures
were in the 20's. The team had
trouble crossing streams which
normally are frozen. "We had
problems with our food,"
Mayewski said, "We had frozen
foods, but we couldn't keep them
frozen. We had to switch to
dehydrated foods."
Goldenberg, a native of- New
Hampshire, ate lobster for the first
time in Antarctica. "It still wasn't
too impressive," he said.
"I saw penguins and killer
whales" Yohalem said. We also
saw seals who are not much more
active alive than mummified."

ANTARCTIC, page 7

Roger Goldenburg and Jon Hassinger ,ose for a picture at the bottom of the world, .in Southern
Victrola Land in Antarctica. <Davia Yohalem photo)

May seek senate seat

_Rep. Lessard Won't run again
By Beth Albert

._

__

Leo Lessard, state represent_a,..
tive fr-o m . Dover's Ward 5, said
·yesterday he won't seek reelection,
but may challenge incumbent state
senator Robert Fennelly in the
next Democratic • primary
September 9.
Lessard, one of the University
~ystem's strongest supporters, said

Senate passesWUNH budget
By David Elliott
The Student Senate Sunday
night passed WUNH's $46,831 for
fiscal year 1980-1981.
After an hour and half debate,
concerning mainly salary increases, the senators voted that
,$42_,_831 of the student organiza_~tion's funds would be supplied by ·
the Student Activity Fee. WUNH
would receive the remaining
$4000 from outside grants.
·

over the air waves.
An increase of $349.55 for
Three amendments were
capital equipment, also passed presented concerning keeping ·
after deliberation. General WUNH personnel salaries at the
Manager John Palmer and Music 1979-1980 level. Only the third Director Bob Costa explained amendment passed which erased
that the capital equipment in- the public affairs director's
crease will be used to purchase ~proposed $100 raise, making that
two new stereo speakers to be in- position the only· one not to
stalled in the studio, on which the receive a pay raise.
The 1980-81 budget represents
disc-jockey will monitor the
frequency response going out ·a $6,573 increase over the
preceding 1979-1980 budget.
Palmer sai~ the budget increase, ''will enable us to do ·
things we have had in mind for
awhile.
,
"We will beef up our monthly
program guide that is available
moderate British accent em- to listeners," Palmer said, '.'and
phasizing his enthusiasm in we will add a summer managerworking with a smaller com- ial staff that will include a
munity which allows more direct general manag~r, a programinteraction between himself, ming director, and a news director."
·
students, faculty and staff.
In other business the Senate
"The smaller community fits
my style in that it allows me to discussed the 1980-81. budgets for
Student Committee on Popular
directly interact with students.
As an administrator if you sit and WUNH,page4
listen to just the people who come
to see you then you'll see a onP,,!'
· sided picture," said Bull.
Bull described a casual ap-

he was "fed up with the house,"
because "no where in the house
could much for the University be
done."
"I like to cut through red tape,'
the 29-year-old three-term
representative said. "I feel I could
be more effective in the senate than
in the house."
There are over 400 members in
the House and only 24 in the
Senate.
Fennelly now holds the Senate
seat tepresenting Durham, Dover,
Madbury and Lee, which Lessard
may seek.
Lessard said Fennelly has the
second worst attendence in the 24-

member Senate. "The guy who had
the poorest (record) was in the
hospital for half of the session,"
Lessard said, "I feel I could
provide more adequate representation."
Lessard said he will probably
announce his candidacy on May 1,
his 30th birthday, at the Howard
Johnson's in Dover.
"I can't imagine what will
change my mind (about running
for Senate)," he said, adding that it
was a New Hampshire State law
that senators must be 30
"I want to start fresh. I have new
goals and priorities to promote
LESSA~, page 8

Bull pushes·for
f acuity growth
By Todd Balf
Colin Bull one of the seven
candidates a~piring for the UNH
presidency, cited faculty growth
as a top priority for the university's future development.
"If you don't pay a lot of attention to the faculty in regards to
continuous learning then you
have a college, not a university,"
said the present Dean of Math
and Physical Sciences at Ohio
State University.
The ·.heav_y-set Birmingham,.
England native spoke with a

CJ\NDIDATE, page 17

Council keeps no-pet policy
By Cheryl Rock

small environment, Ross said.
The Residential Life Council "We also discussed abuses such as
voted eight to one Sunday night to pet owners not cleaning cages and
uphold the University's pet policy, tanks," he said.
although residents of Woodruff
David Foster, Woodruff House
House, the environmental miniResident ·Assistant, said, "I can see 1
dorm, had tried to change the rule.
According to Student Senator . their points, but it doesn't make it
David Ross, there were two main any easier for us. I felt they listened
reasons why the Council kept the to both sides fairly, but I'm sorry
present no-pet policy in dorms. their decision was no pets."
"One is uniformity," Ross said.
Those with birds in Woodruff
"We think there should be House have already removed them
uniformity on camnus to so.me and will be taking them home over
degree. That's why we couldn't
vacation.
just give one dorm permission a~d
"What else can we do?" said
not others.
I
Cyndi Bolduc. "I'll have to take my:
"Another was , if we si:Jy bird (Buckminster) home."
residents can have birds and fish,
On Feb. 24, the Council held a
some will bring other pets. If xou spedai hearing on the University's
give some people an inch, they11 pct policy, to listen to the views ot
take a mile," Ross said. "I guess Woodruff House residents.
that was my main reason too."
Due to lack of time, however,
The council also considered th~ the Council tabled the policy
animals and wondered if it was hearing until their next meeting,
humane .to keep a pet in such a on March 2.
v

Colin Bull

Leo Lessard

"I tabled it because I don't want
the Council to make any type of
hasty decision," said Kendra
Maroon, chairwoman of the
Council. "We have a lot to
consider and I want the members
of the Council to think about this. I
want it to be a fair hearing.•~
At the Feb. 24 meeting Paul
Musante proposed four options to
the Council from the Woodruff
House residents.
"We propose that Woodruff
House be exempt from the rule,
because it is a special lnterest
housing; all ·mini-dorms are
exempt; the policy be enforced
according to the house council of
each dorm or that the policy be
changed for the entire campus;''
said Musante, who is a resident of
Woodruff House.
"The mini-dorms were designed
as experimental housing such as
what we're doing with solar

NO PETS, page 16 _-
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were made concerning window
area, according to Conklin.
Murdock, who said it takes him
AUDIT
an average of one-and-a-half
continued from page 1
days to completely audit a SENATE
mostats. If we know of a building building, has 154 more to go.
continu~_d from page 1
that's wasting energy, we'll try to "The main thing in Forest
Heilbronner said toughening
button it up," french said.
Park is the lack of insulation in the grading rules for repeated
Federal energy auditors made the ceiling," Murdock said. More courses would help stop the
a spot check of several Univer- has already been ·ordered by the "degradation of academic life"
sity buildings two weeks ago and University. Air leaks in Highland and return education as the
found some that were not in com- House could be easily plugged "supreme aspect1' of our life.
pliance with regulations, accor- with corking and sealant, he said.
A coalition of student senators
ding to Ellen Conklin, an Although both dining halls-- and professors who opposed the
assistant to Smith. Conklin said b~ilt within the ~~t 15 years-are change, for assorted r.easons,
the temperatures for all the 60 fairly heat sufficient, Murdock combined to give the opposition a
steam-heat~ building~ on cam- sai~, _the lighting fi:,;ctures in the 10 vote advantage.
pus are set m the morrungs at the bmldmgs reflect hght off the In other senate action:
physical plant--something the ceiling and then down, cutting Jere Chase UNH interim
federal auditors had not under- their ~fficiency. Murdock sai~ he · president, told' the senate that
stood.
thought these problems could be private financing of the planned
J~ff Murdock? a ~3-year-<?ld easily rectified.
500-bed apartment complex is
semor and engmeermg ~aJor Mur~ock, who. worked f?r being sought because it is
from Portsmouth, was appon~ted Dynamic Int~~rabon~ ~orp. m cl}eaper and quicker.
two weeks ago as energy auditor Vermont auditmg buildings last "There is some concern by the
and will examine buildings and . year, is conducting the audits people who use the land around
make recommendations to here alone. The students, he said, it" Chase said. "But I think that
PPO&M for improving their are _valuable _~o~ce~ of infor- c~ncern is because they don't
energy efficiency.
mation because they tend to know realize where it is and what it is."
"The gov~rnm~nt ~ill pay half where the r~l heating losses are. The buildings may be located in
and the Uruversity will pay half When Murdock completes the the area of Parking Lot A across
of the costs for repairs that have audit, the University will apply from the Field House.
'
to be made,'' Murdock said.
for federal funding to help cover
The audit, which up to this point the costs of insulating, replacing
has included Forest Park inefficient storm windows, and
residences,
Stillings
and solar panels.
· Philbrook Dining Halls and "There are $7.5 million
Highland House, is the second available for the state of New WUNH
phase of a three-part plan to im- Hampshire from the Department - continued from page 3
prove the University's overall of Energy," Conklin said. A team Entertainment (SCOPE} and th~
energy efficiency.
.
of architects will be hired to Memorial Union Student OrgaruThe first phase, completed last · analyze where new equipment zation (MUSO). The Student Activity Fee _<;9un~il recomII?,endfall by the Institutional Research should be installed, she said.
department, compiled all the in- The University may exten- ed both these budgets, which
formation already available on sively revamp the steam heating represent an increase from last
building sizes and heating system with federal assistance, year, be passed. The 6uagets will
be voted o~_tonight.
systems. Rough calculations according to Conklin.

Grades

WUNH

1

Everyo ne is Saving
at BURGER KING:..
now you can too!
CHICKEN.
A hot. JUICY Ille! of all white
meat chicken . Nestled 1n a
bed of crisp lettuce and
real mayonnaise

Cat's Closet

✓Home-Beach-Wherever You Stay

Last Minute Needs
For Spring Break-Away!

-. -- .._I

-

Vacatio n Hours
Bulleting-CLOSED:
Sat&Sun, Mars & 9
Sat, Mar 15

Bulldlng, Info Center,
Administration
Center OPEN:
· Mon-Fri, Mar 10-14
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

CHOPPED
BEEFSTEAK.
Juicy, tender 100% U.S.
Choice chopped beefsteak .
Flame-broiled, not fried .
Then topped with zesty
steak sauce and crunchy
onion rings .

HAM & CHEESE.
Hearty ham and tangy
cheese piled high with
real mayonnaise.
crisp lettuce and red.
ripe tomatoes.

Commuter

The following services _WILL BE
CLOSED, MON, MAR 10:
Cat's Closet
Ticket Office
Games Area
The following services WILL BE
CLOSED ALL WEEK:
The Cafeteria
Pub
Pistachio's
REOPENING SUN, MAR 16:
*Pistachio's, 5 p.m.
Pub, 8 p.m.
• Op.e n 11 a.m.-2 p.m., Fri, Mar 7

Don't forget to ask for your
Spot Saver Card when you redeem
this valuable coupon.

~---~------------------~

I I Buy one Soecialty Sandwich·; get a rrr~~
I
regular si~e order of fries FREE!
I Please present this coupon before ordering. - ~
I This
This offer expires March 9, 1980
offer good at:
I
I
1 MILL ROAD
DURHAM,
N.H.
II BmlJ
:: -.,_. . ;'·. ·::_ ·.·,.,, . .- . . . . . . . . . . ,

BURGER

I
I
I
II

KING •

I
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Lottery
LOTTERY

continued from page 1
which will be screened by Marc
· Robillard, housing coordinator.
April 16 is the deadline for lottery appeals. On April 28, final
decisions will be made regarding
student appeals to remain on
campus.
"I'm pleased with the
deadlines, and I feel that it will
give students plenty of time to
find adequate housing.
"We've been working on it (the
lottery) the entire semester,"
Maroon said. "We set it up to
alleviate hardships for students
and we want to make the lottery
system as easy as possible for the
students."

Gallery
GALLERY
co~~inued from page 1
turn inspired the third group of
people: the tourists, according to
Olney.
''Each group had a different
vision of the White Mountains.
Our point," Olney said, ''is to m.v
how these groups interacted with
one another and influenced each
other."
Paintings, drawings, maps,
town views, books, artifacts, and
advertisements are among the
175 objects that have been
gathered for the project.
"Our aim is to look beyond the
traditional perceptions .of the
area's beauty, folk characters
and legends," Olney explained.
"We will document how the White
Mountains area changed physical:
ly and how the people who lived
there and visited there interacted
with each other and the place.''
the place."
The exhibition, part one of the..
White Mountain project, will be
mounted at UNH in September
and October before it travels to
the New York Historical Society
in December and January and
Dartmouth in March and April

200-page
the
exli'ibition,
publication,. and probably the
film will be on display in September in the Arf Gallery located in
the Paul Creative Arts Center.
''This· exhibition will be par- ·
ticularly noteworthy," said UNH
Interim President Jere Chase;
"because visitors will see how

several groups of people dealt
with the environment of the
White Mountains on the one hand,
and the need to use that environment on the other. The visitors
will gain a perspect~ ve from
which they can more clearly vie
the present and plan for the
future."

RED'S IS HEADQUARTERS
FOR DANCE SHOES
TAP·SHOES
BALLET
SHOES
CHARACTER
SHOES

ANO LOWEST PRICES!

IWHY PAY MORE?

I

RED'S-:l~:
.Broadway

~~:~vs

WEEKDAYS

5

9:30-9

Staying home over Break?
You can earn some money.
W.E.A.I. has openings $6.00
per hour full time over the Break,
part time when school starts.
Must be 18. Own transportation.
:all 5-7 p.m. Only.

UNIVERSITY THEATER PRESENTS: "Rockin' Rapunzel at
the Disco Deli," an original musical geared for chidren ages
5 through 12. Performances at 10 a.m. · and 11:30 a.m.,
Hennessy Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center. General admission $1: 50 cents for 2rouos of 12 or more.
ORG~IC SEMINAR: "Chemistry;..Compressed Solutions"
W.J. LeNoble, Stony Brook, New York. Parsons Hall, Idto 12 noon.
from
Room L-103,
dies Auditorium,
.
. 11 a.m.
.
.

hr

D.over

WEDNESDAY. March 5
COMMUTER/TRANSFER CENTER LUNCH SERIES:
"Turning What You Learn into What You Earn," Mary Jane
Pernaa, .Assistant Director, Career Planning and Placement.
Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 12 noon. Free admission; ·
·
beverages provided.
· MATHEMATICS COLLOQUIUM: "Admissibility in
EstimatillB the Position Density of a Locciltion Parameter/)',
Mr. Constantine Gatsonis, Cornell University. Room 251, ·
Kingsbury Hall, from 4-5 p.m.
MUSO PRESENTS: "Locomotion Vaudeville". PROGRAM
HAS BEEN CANCELLED.
UNH CHAMBER ENSEMBLE: Stanley Hettinger, Director.
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.

THURSDAY. March 6

1981.

As part two of the project,
Catherine Campbell, a collector
and authority on White Mountain
painting, will list and describe
the objects shown at the
exhibition in a 200-page
publication.
Three essays will also be included in the publication. Keyes
will write on the general cultural
developments of the area while
Wallace will focus on the social
economical, and historical
developments. Robert McGrath,
Professor of Art at Dartmouth
College, will examine the different nerceptic,>ns that various
artists had of certain identifiable places in the White Mountains.
The third part of the project is a
film tentatively titled, "The
White Mountains: A Cultural
History." The 20 to 30 minute
color film will be produced by the
UNH Media Services.
Like the publication, the film
will be a lasting document of why
artists came to the White Mountains and the kinds of things they
did once they got here, according
to Olney.
A four-page introductional
brochure, the final part of the
project, will be used to set the
scene for the show. The

TUESDAY, March 4

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Mannerism and
Baroque Art," Professor Mara Witzling, The Arts. Richards
·
Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
STUDENT RECITAL: Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative
Arts <tenter, 1 p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY: Northeastern, Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
Season ticket, student athletic ticket, or $3 general admission if tickets available.
FACULTY RECITAL: Audrey Adams Havsky, contralto.
Johnson T;heater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
SAULO SIDORE LECTURE SERIES: "Fossils to Footprints:
The New Discoveries," by Philip E. Leakey, Archaeologist.
Leakey will present illustrated lectures on the landmark archaeological discoveries made by the Leakey team in East
.
Africa. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8:15 p.m.
LECTURE ON GHOSTS IN N.H.: Lecture by Norman
Gauthier, Director of Psychical Research Society of N.H.
Oa~ett Forum Room. Dimond Librarv. 8:30 o.m. SponTOSNOM - The Or~an~!j9_n for the Study on the
sored
·
Nature of Man.

THE AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION
1111

. Calllpus (:alend~a r .

R.S.V.P.
If Jesus Christ has real meaning in
your life as a Catholic, the reason
has to be that you are able to hear
his voice deep witMn you.
What is he saying to you about
your role as His minister to the men,
women and children of tomorrow's
world?
He does need priests, deacons,
brothers; $isters, lay people.
Would you like to talk about all
this? We _invite you to write and let
us tell you how we feel about you
and your God-given vocation.
R.S.V.P.

1
,

-. Mail Coupon Today!--------- ------s-32-1 I
I
I
I
I
I

Please send information on:

D Diocesan Priests D Religious Priests
D Brothers D Nuns D Lay Ministries

UNIVERSTY THEATER PRESENTS: "Rockin' Rapunzel at
the Disco Deli," an original musical geared for children ages
5 through 12. Performance at 9:30 a.m. in Hennessy
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center. General admission $1.
·
50 cents for groups of 12 or more.
AIP SEMINAR: "Recent Results in Ruthenium (II)
Chemistry-A New Probe for Metal-Ligand Pi Bonding,"
Ronald Krause, University of Connecticut. Parsons Hall,
IddlesAuditorium, Room L-103 from 11 a.m.-12 noon.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "Trace Elements and
Accessory Mineral Phases in Igneous Rocks," Dr. B. Watson, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. James Hall, Room.
119, from 4-5 p.m.
MATHEMATICS COLLOQUIUM: .:.'Analysis of Rank
Preference Data," Mr. Joseph Verducci, Stanford University. Kingsbury Hall, Room 135, from 4-5 p.m.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "The Last Detail," starring Jack
Nicholson, Otis Young, Randy Quaid, and Carol Kane.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Ad,.. ·
mission $1 or MUSO Film Pass.
COMMUTER CAFE: Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union,
7-10 p.m. Coffee and tea provided.
GRADUATE STUDENT RECITAL: Charles Kaufman,
bassoon. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8
p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean plays "Newies" for dancing. MUB
Pub, 8 p.m. Open to all; 50 cents cover charge.

FRIDAY. March 7 .
RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE AT 7 P.M. FOR SPRING
RECESS.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address----·- - - - - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ __

:I
II KDIGHT5

VOCATIONS COMMITTEE/SUPREME _COUNCIL

.r

oF coLumaus ~~~

New Haven, CT 0650~

,

.~

--------------------------------

weWy throughout the acadenilc year. OUr offices are located in Room l5J
of the Memorial Union BuiltJing, UNJ{, Durham, N.H. Q.1824. Businelloffiee ·
~ : Tuesda1and1bursdayJ ~3p.m., WednesdayandFriday9a.m. t.o2
p.m. -Acade1D1c year sul.1rCnption: $9.00. 'lbird class ~ e paid at
.
:)urham, N.H. 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day.
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical-or ·
errors, but will reprint that part of an a ~ e n t in which a typopphie.al et'!'Or appears, if ~ed immediately. POSTMA8TER: HIid a
dress changes Jo 'lbe New Hampshire. Room 1s1. MUB, UNH, Dllrbam.
/~-~- -- ~ . 11,~ ~ies per luue _prlnted at Courie-:_ Publilbba1_C.~
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GENERAL
YOUTH SWIM PROGRAM: The Recreational Sports
Department of UNH will offer an 8-week Youth Swim
InStructional Program. Students in g_rades one through ,
' twelve are invited to participate. The Saturday morning ·
classes provide instruction in beginning, intermediate
and advanced swimming. Regi~tration will be Monday
through Friday, March 10 - 14, from 8:00 a.m. to 3:30 .
p.m. in the Field House, room 151. A$10.00 fee will be due
at registration for those with Family Recreation passes.
For those without passes, the fee is $20.00. For further
Wormation, contact Merry in Room 151, Field House,
862-2031.
- -- . . WASHINGTON, D.C. TRIP; Sponsored by the Dean of
Students Office and the International Student Advisors
Office. The trip will be held from March 9 - March 14
(during the week of spring break). All interested international and American students please bring your $25.00
deposit to the Dean of Students office before Friday,
March 7. There will also be a meeting on Thursday,
March 6th a 4:00 p.m. for all students planning on going
to Washington. The meeting will be held in the Dean of
Students office lounge.
SIGMA NU TO SPONSOR MEMBERSHIP
ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN OF DURHAM RED
CROSS: Members of Sigma Nu fraternity are conducting
the 1980 UNH student membership enrollment campaign of the Durham Red Cross, according_ to Jay
Bishop, Sigma Nu service chairman. The UNH campus
campaign began February 24th and will continue into
March. This is the 62nd year of Red Cross service to
UNH student43, faculty, staff and residents of Durham.
AUDITIONS FOR "THE CAUCASIAN CHALK cmCLE": The University Theater Department will hold
auditions on Tuesdav and Wednesdav. Mar~h 4 and 5 in
Bratton Hall, PCAC at 7:30 p.m . .Th~ a~ditions are ,
open to all UNH students. Performance dates are April
22-26.
SWIMMING/ A COOL WAY TO FITNESS: Sponsored
by the Recreation Dept. Beginning March 25 on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 4:00- 5:00 o.m. To be held
- in the Field House swimming pool. The first 20 people
will be accepted. The session will need medical approval. Registration will be in Room 151, Field House by
March 21. cost will be $20.00 for non-recreation pass
holders/non-students, and $10.00 for recreation pass
holders/students. Open to any adult - 18 years of age and
over.
_
SWIMNASTI~? GET TRIM AND SLIM THROUGH
WATER EXERCISE: Sponsored by the Recreation
Department. B e ~ Tuesday, March 25 at the Field
House, Swimming Pool. Swimnastics will meet on
Tuesdays and Thursdavs from 5:00 - 6:00 p.m. The first
20 people will be accepted. Re__gistration is in the Field
House, room 151 by March 21. The cost will be $20.00 for
. non-recreation pass holders/non-students, $10.00 for
. recreation pass holders/students. Open to any adult 18
, years of age and over.
·
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ICE CRYSTALS '80: The Great Bay Skating Club will
have an Ice Show similar to Ice Capades, featuring local
and regional talent in a "Cinderella" theme. To be held
Sunday, March 9 at 2:00 p.m. in Snively Arena. Admission is $3.00 for adults and $1.50 for children under 16.
I;>iscounts for large groups.

CLUBSAND o·RGANIZATIONS

PHI CHI THETA MEETING: To be held on Thursday,
March 6 from 1-2 p.m. in WSBE, "Hex Room." We will
be discussing upcoming activities and our small
business management forum:
UNH HORSEMANS CLUB MEETING: To be held Wednesday, March 5 in Kendall 202 at 7:30 p.m. Jennifer
Green will give a talk on riding for the handicapped. All
are welcome. Refreshments will be served.
UNH CHAPTER OF ASCE: A meeting for Civil
Engineers and others who are interested will be held
Tuesday, March 4 in Kingsbury 230 from 1:00-2,:00 p.m.
Mr. Kenneth Wiesner from LeMessurier Associates in
Cambridge, Mass. will be discussing, "Tuned Mass
Dampers to Reduce Building Wind Motion." Structures
which this firm have been involved with, include: the
John Hancock Building and the addition on the Museum
of Fine Arts both of which are in Boston. Coffee and
donuts will be served.
·
SENIOR KEY MEETING: To be held on Wednesday,
March 5 outside of Commuter Center at 8:00 p.m. Imoortant meetinR regarding commencement committee .
activities, new member selection, gifts to the University
and banquet elanning_.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB MEETING: To
be held.on Thursday, March 6 at 7:30 p.m. in Horton SSC
325. All members olease attend so we can plan our nP.xt
CITIZENS PARTY MEETING: To be held on Thursday,
March 6 in Hamilton Smith 126 at 7:30 p.m. New members welcome. Information on the Nashville convention
available.
NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB ELECTIONS: To
be held Wednesday March 5 at 7:00 p.m. in the CoosCheshire rooms. The Blue Circle votes in its new officers.
All interested members encouraged to attend. All
positions are open to all members.
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CLUB MEETING: To
be held Tuesday, March 4 in the CD Lab at 12:30 p.m.
PETITIONS FOR STUDENT BODY PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATES: Sponsored by the Student Senate. These
petitions will be available on Monday, March 3 in the
Senate Office, Room 130 of the Memorial Union. These
petitions are available for people interested in running
for the Student Body President Post.
ALPHA ZETA GENERAL MEETING: To be held
Tuesday, March 4 in Kendall Hall, room 202 at 7:30 p.m.
Come and get your r~ffle tickets and help with all the
plans being made for Career Day.
·
·
LITTLE ROYAL WORKSHOPS: Horse-Wednesday,
March 5, Horse Barns at 4:30 p.m. LivestockWednesday, March 5, Burley-Demeritt Farm in Lee at 6
p.m. (Ride leaves Nesmith lot at 6 p.m.) Sponsored by
the Animal Industry Club.

CHESS CLUB MEETING: To be held Tuesday, March 4
in the Rockingham Room of the Memorial Union at 6:30
p.m.

ACADEMIC

.

WASHINGTON INTERNSHIP PROGRAM: Application .
deadline for Summer session is March 15th. ft'or complete information see Leslie Paddock, Advising Office,
McConnell Hall; 862-1981.
WSBE/PEER ADVISING: Applications are being accepted through March 7th for students wishing to be
WSBE Peer Advisors. See Barbara Coakley, McConnell
Hall for further information and an application.
FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: RunoffThesis Emphasis. This course will explain the use of the
RUNOFF text formatting program with specific emphasis on the production of theses. Knowledge of DECl0 .
timesharing and a text editor, i.e., TECO or SOS, are
required. To be held on Friday, March 7 from 9-11 a.m.
·in Stoke Cluster. For rejfistration. stoo by Kingsbury
Mlll or call 862-3527 at least one day in advance.
COMPUTER SERVICES USERS MEETING: To be
held Thursday, March 6 from 2:30-4 p.m. in Kingsbury

~~REER

·

FUTURES CAREER PROGRAM: This program to be
held on Thursday March 6 is "Doing what ·you Enjoy
and Getting Paid for It.'' The program will be held from
6: 30-8: 30 p.m. in the Rockingham Room of the Memorial
Union Building. Also, on Thurs~y, March 20 Career
Planning_will sponsor, "Making Career/Life Decisions"
from· 6:30-8:30 ·p.m. in the Rockingham Room of the
Memorial Union.
SUMMER JOB INFORMATION: To be held in Career ·
Planning office, 203 Huddleston on Tuesday, March 6 at
6:30 p.m. This will be an informative session on how to
find arid apply for summer jo~. Lecture, questions, and
answers will be featured.
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Thursdays,
Career Planning and Placement, 203 Huddleston Hau,·
from 2:30-4:30p.m.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION

·

SOCCER CLUB MEETING :To be held Thursday March
6 in Belknap room of the Memorial Union at tJ:00 &p.m.
This will be a meeting to discuss fund raising and spring _
activities.
WATER POLO CLUB MEETING: To~ held Thursday,
March 6th in the Belknap room of the Memorial Union at
7:00 p.m. Discussion will cover spring schedule, practice, etc.
.
FACULTY-STAFF COREC WATERPOLO (INNERTUBE): Sponsored by the Department of Recreation.
To be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays from ~ p.m. at
the UNH Pool. This is a Faculty-Staff co-recreational
innertube waterpolo league. Open to all Faculty ·and
Staff. There is a limit of one team per ' department.
Rosters are due in room 151 - Field House by Friday,
March 7. Competition will be from 4-5 and 5-6 on
Tuesdays and Thursdays .

•
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** Like a Challenge? **
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The Student Senate Needs You
. . petititions available for
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****The Student Senate Elections****
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Tuesday March 4 in the Student Senate
Office Rm. 130 MUB. Petititions are for
Commuter, Resident and Greek Senators
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Call Kathy Putnam 2-1494 for more information.
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Swimming
--

ANTARCTIC

continued from page 3
"There are no plants, trees or
bushes." Goldenberg said. "When
I first saw McMurdo base it
reminded me of my home town,
Berlin--=lt was bleak, dirty, like a
mining town. There are a few bars,
it's your typical military base."
The team lived in tents about
one nundred kilometers from
McMurdo base. They worked
seven days a week barring bad
weather. Goldenberg and
Hassinger plan to return with
Mayewski next year to Northern
Victoria Land.
Five beards later, after toasting
in 1980 in the dry valleys of
· Anarctica, the four students and
their professor are-back at UNH.
"There is a lot of school work to
make up but it was worht it,"
Goldenberg said.

prevent
Birth
Defects

c1p ~

t;ANDIDATE

continued from page 3·
proach · to intera.cting with
univer~1ty Qersonnel, discarding
the bureaucratic approach.
"About once a week I will take
a half a dozen students, staff, and
faculty to lunch and talk without
ag~ndas. It gives a much better
view of the University than any
reports can give;'' he said.

Bull, a gray-bearded and middie-aged specialist in geophysical and glacerogical study
in the Polar regions suµimed up
his future administration's goals
for the student in a favorite
adage.
"lt's not filling the pot, it's putting flame under it." In other
words the student must develop
his faculties so he can think for
himself. The liberal education is
the strength of the Western
civilization," he said.
Bull said he does not feel that
state support for the University is
lacking but does feel that if UNH
wishes to attain top level status
they must actively solicit more
·
funds.
"UNH and other universities
must make more of an effort for
private funds from alumni and
foundations. As a colleague of
mine said, that little difference
can be that edge of excellence,"

he said.
his educational philosophy in one
Bull conceded that "salary brief sentence.
levels need attention'' but said he
· "The more you listen the more
.
felt that the low cost of living in · you learn,'' he said.
the community was some small · Bull received his B.S. and
compensation.
Ph.D. degrees in physics from
Bull said he saw two major con- the University of B1rmin~am in
trasts in an education at a 1951. As a member of the Britishmoderately sized university and North Greenland expedition from
a large university such as Ohio 1952-1954 he was awarded a Polar
State.
Medal for Distinguished from
''The breadth of offerings Queen Elizabeth.
Bull organized and pararen't as extensive at the smaller
university, but at the smaller in- ticipated in eight other trips to
stitution the student is identified the Antarctic and is a member of
as a human being."
the Royal Society of New
In summation Bull simplified Zealand.

He~ding South for Spring Break?

, ,

Can work be fun?

la )
Interested in knowing more
about grant money for
graduate study abroad?

YESI

to find out how, come to:

DOING WHAT YOU ENJOY &
GETTING-PAID FOR IT
Thursday, March 6

Come to the Advising
Center, Room 111, Murkland
Hall. Money is avail0ble bur it
is always best to plan at least
a year in advance ..
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6:30-8:30 p.m.
Rockingham Room-MUB

Career Programs Sponsored by:
ca-,eer Plannlng & Placement Service
Counsellng & Testing Center ·
,.,. · Liberal Arts Advlsln~ Center

Protect yourself
from the sun!
All our suntan products
are on sale ...

Bonnie Bell
Coppertone
Bain de Soleil
Hawaiian Tropic and mor~!
at

Care Pharmacy
51-53 Main St.
868-2280

Hours: M-S 9-6

INTERESTED IN PUBLISHING?
The UNH Student Press ·is now accept ing
applica ti9ns for the followin g paid positions: academ ic year 1980/81

DIRECTOR
ESS MANAGER.
SIN_
BU_
AEGIS EDITO·R .
CATALYST EDITOR
ART EDITOR
.
PHOTO EDITOR
PRODUCTION MANAGER (graphics)
If you are interest ed in gaining
exp8rie nce in publish ing, come
by and pick up aplicati on.
Rm. _153, Memor ial Union Building
862-2486
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tu ent Renta s
For tiie School Year 1980- 81 $1,550 per semester
Walking Distance to Campus Find your own roommate
Two ·Bedroom units for
We pay for heat
j or 4 Students
and hot water
$2,340 per semester
,
_
For an appointment
One Bedroom units for 2 Students call 868-5542
and ask for Nick

r···1111······1
........ .................... .. .
.

.

-

~

-·

On Selected Shoes For All Sports .

1/3 to40%
Full.Line of Dans kin Clothes

20%OFF

Tights , Leotards, Dresses, Skirts, Sweaters, Etc.

Tues. March 4th
Wed. March 5th

~LOUISE'S~
sport shop
Durham Shopping Plaza Open 9 -6 daily - 9-8 Fridays
868-5141

183 Water St. . Exeter
•772-3257

9:00p.m.
TV Lounge MUB

11111

LESSA.lUJ

continued from page 3
additional change.
"I view my past six years as
education," he said. "I'm going to
use it to it's full potential."
Although appropriations, such
as the University System's budget,
originate in the House, Lessard
said "the final work on the
University budget is in the Senate."
Lessard sai9 he has been
frustrated by a lack of
committment to the University by
many House members, but said in
his six years as representative he
has accomplished his original
goals.
He pushed for the bill which
allows students to choose their
own · trustee on the University
System Board of Trustees.
Previously the trustee had been
appointed by the governor.
This year a bill passed creating
state scholarships. Lessard said he
fought for the $600,000 in grants
and $7 million in guaranteed loans.
Lessard was also a member of
the first house education
committee.
"I have been pushing for more
state aid to the University for the ·
past six years," said Lessard, who
has an associate degree in
management from UNH and 120
credits toward a B.A. ii! political
science. "Right now the University .
System derives less than thirty
percent of its funds from the state.
I've been pushing for at least forty
percent.
"New Hampshire is fiftieth in
state support. I am trying to get it
closer to forty-nine."

Prescription
Eyeglasses*

Can FLESH do it? See It and find out

•••

Lessard

"FLESH GORDON ls a broad, breuty,
sexy apoof, camping It up with heroea,
monaters, and SclFI ... "-Archer
Wlnsten, N. Y. POST

§'

I
I

TOSNOM
presents

GHOSTS. OF N .H.
By L. N. Gauthier, director
and founder of The I-'sychic
Research Society of New
Hampshire

March 4, 8:30 p.m.
Forum Room
Dimond Library
A slide show is included in
the presentation FREE!

s2995 .
WITH CONTEMPORARY FRAMES

s399s
WITH DESIGNER FRAMES

Select from hundreds of frames for men, women and
_children. Designers such as Givenchy, Oscar de ·La
Renta, Pierre Cardin, Playboy, Gloria Vanderbilt,
Geoffrey Beane, Bruce Jenner, Carrera many more!
Come in soon while selection is -Great - Save even
more when you buy 2 or more pairs - we'll deduct
-another $10 - we'll fill your n.ew prescription or copy
it from your present eyeglasses.
1\includes single vision clear glass or plastic lenses,
bifocals, tints, oversize and stronger prescriptions
slightly extra.

·First Quality -Sunglasses

·so% off

·

Designer &Contemporary Styles From sg.s23 ,
ASK ABOUT OUR SOFT CONTACT LENSES FOR ONLY $120
WITH FREE TRIAL FITTING AND FOLLOW UP VISITS.

I
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Now! You can copy
aone-hour'cassette in
less than 2 minutes

30 creative uses for
Rezound cassette copies

Thanks to modern technology, y01l can
copy audio cassett~.tapes on special high-speed
copiers. A one-hour tape can be copied in less
than two minutes. with mirror-perfect accuracy.
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. To meet~the growing demand for audio
cassette copying. Rezound* has pioneered the
development of a low-cost, high-speed copying
service for do-it-yourself use. And, retailers are
insfalling Rezound Cassette Copying Centers in
convenient locations throughout North America.
The Rezound Cassette Copiers duplicate
. both sides of a cassette simultaneously. and up
· to 3 copies at one timE:-

Rezound Copy Cassetlesw
He specially de.5ignecl
for high-speed copying
At a Rezound Cassette Copying Cente~
you can only use Rezound Copy Cassettes
for copying. although your original may be
any brand.
You'll get mirror-perfect copies with
Rezound Copy Cassettes. Other brands of
blank cassettes are not designed for high-speed
copying at Rezound.
In many cases. a blank cassette may be
longer than 60 minutes. Rezound Copy Cassettes
are 3 minutes longer than other brands, guaranteeing the duplication of your entire message.
And, at Rezound. the cost of copying
_always includes the copying privilege and
the Copy Cassettes.
·

monaural copies only!
...... ··.•:•:•· .-:•:•·
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The variety of material that can be copied
at your Rezound Cassette Copying Center is
practically unlimited. And Rezound, customers
are continually inventing exciting new ways to
use their cassette copies.
Here's a list of 30 popular applications to
which you can add ideas 9f your own:
Fund Raising
Classes
Relaxption Exercises
Therapy
Music Recitals
Choirs
Digital Byte Transfer
Word Processing Data
Historical Events
Weddings
Funerals
Sales Messages
Exercise Routines
Family Gatherings
Bird.Calls

Lectures
Conventions
Language Drills
Seminars
Sermons
Courtroom
Transcriptions
Interviews
• Bar Mitzvahs
Motivational Talks
Cassette t:.etters
Annual Reports
Computer Programs
Guided-Tours
Promotional Tapes
Business Meetings

What is the quality
of Rezound Copies?
Rezound customers are astounded at the
mirror-perfect quality of their copies. You'll have
a difficult time detecting a difference in quality
between your original and the Rezound copy.
If you're interested in specifics:
Copy Speed: 30 ips (762 mm/sec)
Frequency Response: 40 Hz-lOkHz
Signal to noise ratio: 45dB
Crosstalk rejection: 45d8 or greater at 1kHz
Wow and Flutter: Contributes .25% or less to
cassette copy as measured
per A.N .S.I. Standard
S4.3-1972
Distortion: Typically below 1% T.H.D. @ 7d8
below "O" level.
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it; Photo School Registration =::{ .

it~ .
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·illlll This week: 12 - 1 at the MUSO office.!i\ll

;;;;; The week following vacation is also
if
registration for photo__classes
;iiiii 12 - 1 ( the lunch hour) dOwn at the

..:=~:=:·.

Dizzy Gillespie

=:{=

MUSO office Rm. 148 - MUB
- Beginning~ advanced and
special effeets classes

itI

I}!

£

On 9l.3 F.M.,
the Freewaves

....
:::::::

Do yourself a favor,
·!~i
::=\
come and register!
=~:===
~
M
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rhursday,
March 6th
at 8 p.m.

Recorded Live At A
UNH Cele~rity Series Concert
__ Hear_a Piece.of Jazz Histor
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----editorial-----The Spitz Affair: No happy endb1g
Liberal Arts Dean Allan Spitz resigned last
week. No one should be happy about the circumstances that contributed to his resignation.
In the fall of 1978 four political science
professors accused Spitz of interfering in a
promotion and tenure case in that department.
Spitz denied the charges and was later _exonerated
by former UNH President Eugene · Mills. Unfortunately Mills' s decision did little to resolve the
problem.
The question is not whether Spitz did or didn't
interfere in the case. The question is_ why the

University let the situation get so out of hand that
four professors felt they had to air their grievances
public.ly.
The Spitz Affair became mor~ than just a
problem over a promotion and tenure case, it
became a sordid mess that soiled every part of the
University it touched.
.
Once the charges became public it was apparent
Spitz's career at UNH had ended. No man can effectively work as a university administrator when
he doesn't have the support of most of the faculty.
Under pressure, he withdrew his candidacy for

UNH's vice-president for academic affairs, the job
he is assuming at the University of Wyoming.
.
Neither side in this case has been in the right.
The four grievants' attack grew increasingly
vicious and personal; while Spitz refused to come
forward and explain his actions, shrouding himself in Mills' s decision.
Now, nobody will know who was -right. The
University is the only loser in this case. A clearing
of the air was what was needed. It never came.
Dean Spitz is leaving-no one should be pleased
· with what led to his ·going.

------letters-----New dorm
To the Editor:
I am writing concerning the
proposed site for a 500 bed dormitory
l>t!hind A-Lot. As the need for more oncampus housing is clearly evident, it is
acredit to the Property, Planning, and
Development Committee to have
worked so aggressively to meet this
need. However, the fact that this planning has progressed so far without the
benefit of consultation with the University departments which would be
affected seems to indicate that little
consideration has been given to the
impact of such development.
The area in question is located adjacent to the Racing Commission Barn
where the young stock of the UNH
Breeding Program are stabled. Loss
of this area would virtually eliminate
any breeding program at UNH as it is
vital that young horses have adequate
pasture and not be kept peMed up.
The·area is also an integral part of a
cross-country jumping course which
has been colitinually developed and
upgraded for the past ten years. The
jumping course is one of the three
phases involved in Combined
Training, which is the basis of the
UNH riding program.
Twice a year Combined Training
Events are held at UNH which draw
competitors from all over New
England. Several competitors have
been Olympic riders or competitors
using the UNH trails as a part of the
traininll oroizram for the U.S ..
Eq_uestrian T~m Selection Trials ..
Students in the Equine Program are
directly involved in the planning and
organi7.8tion of these events. 'ihey
learn the many aspects of successfully
implementing an official U.S.-CTA
P.vent.

provided to establish the New Hamp- New Hampshire. This, to me, is not Representative. Letters should be sent
shire College of Agriculture .. as it was playin2 fair. In fact. it is down right to them at the House Office Building,
called then._ But, now, my fellow sneaky. The use of this land should be Washington D.C. 2051-. Do not delay,
students, the higher echelons of this determined by the agricultural depart- decisions about peacetime regisUniversity system seem to think that ments and not wasted by placing tration are being made today. Our
the best place for a new 500 student ·apartments there. There are other voices are needed now.
Karl Hawkins
housing project is on one, of the few more feasible areas on this campus. .
Therefore, I am asking for the supremaining wooded areas of the campus.
.
.
port of the students and fa~ul_ty of UNH
to back us in our request that Mr.
Ms. Beck's letter, entered in The
Chase
and the trustees choose a site
New Hampshire on February 19,
other
than the quiet, wooded area that To the Editor:
stated the reasons why we, the employees and students involved in the has both practical and aesthetic
We are often led to believe that
horse program, demand that the qualities known to many. If you do not people in the United States are imme
just
take
walk
through
believe
President and the trustees choose
mune from political repression, but
another site. To refresh your memory, these woods some day. And please currently the . government is
UNH
was
founded
as
an
remember,
prosecuting 17 people, the, Mao
the large tract of land being conTsetung Defendants, for up to 241
sidered for the-project is now used to agricultural school in the beginning.
Eric
Bowie
vears in jail for takfng _part in a
instruct classes for the light horse
program. More importantly, it is the
politic~! demonstration in Washing- ·
site of the UNH Horse Trials, a
ton, D.C., protesting the visit to the
- nationally known and respected event.
U.~. of_ Chinese Vice Premier Teng
Construction of the complex would
}Jsiao-pmg ~d the dt:velopments in
China under its new regune.
mean the end of the Horse Trials.
The demonstrators had a legal per-_
The Thompson School also uses the
mit, but in the middle of the march
land for surveying practice and wood
their rally permit was revoked, and
identification classes. Above all, it is
minutes later they were attacked by
the unfeasibility of placing 500 students
riot-equipped police. Usually cases
in this area. The fire department
such as this one have resulted in a
would find that the limited access to To the Editor:
There is ·no time to lose in- writing misdemeanor charge, but the governthe area would make it hard to
respond to 'any emergencies, never your representatives a note telling ment has broug_ht an unprecedented
mind false alarms. With that number them that you oppose Pres1dent Car- 25 felony counts against each defenof students placed there the dairy and ter's call for the reinstitution of draft dant, despite the fact that many of
horse facilities are bound to be registration.
these counts do not specify a defenThe House's Appropriation Commit- dant, and nearly half of the defendants
bothered by mischievous pr~nksters
who would find nothing better to do tee ·is expected to go along with Car- have not been identified by police as
than get drunk and harass the ter's request for registration funding, even havi~g been pr~sent · at the
animals, thinking that it was a big and will probably have voted so by the demonstration.
time you read this. The full HoliSe of
joke.
This case, the first political trial of
These are just some of the reasons Representatives could be voting on the the 1980's, has prompted charges of
that we would like to point out to those registration bill within two weeks, and political repression from groups inin charge of the housing proiect. But, debate will likely begin as early as cluding the National Lawyer's Guild,
evidently they do not seem to care for next week.
the Feminist Wom~n•s Health Centers
Every single letter received by a of Los Angeles and Atlanta, and the
they have already started to survey
the area. Yes, without as much as-in- Representative on a single issue is im- National Emergency Civil Liberties
forming the Dean of the College of Life portant because.so few letters are ac- Committee, and individuals including
Science and Agriculture or the head of tually sent. Of course, all letters Howard ZiM, Gil Scott-Heron, Noam
the Animal Science Department the received are not personally read by Chomsky, Russell Means, Daniel
To the Editor:
housing authorities are trying to plant Representatives themselves, but all Sheean, and Philip Berrigan. Despite
The University of New Hampshire this complex on a tract of land that is are counted and classified according the news media's ignoring the trial,
to their stand on the issue.
was founqed in 1866 as a landgrant governed solely be these departments.
nationwide support for the Mao
One hundred letters sent to a Defendants has develOllhi since the
college. Federal monies were
Both men read of the project in The
Representative in opposition to case first came to trial last fall.
registration would weigh heavily on
It was this support which forced the
' their mind.
court to dismiss the charges last fall in
Dana Jennings
Editor-In-Chief
1000 letters would put he or she un- response to a defense motion charging
Tom Lynch
Managing Editors
der great pressure to vote th~ bill "prosecutorial vindictiveness." Now
Brendan DuBois
down. There should be well over 1000 the government has appealed the case
John Elllott
Business Manager
persons· at UNH alone who oppose and is hoping that support for the
Beth Albert
News Editors
registration according to the recent defendants will have subsided so their
Rachel Gagne
poll in the New Hampshire. If each political railroad can go through.
Lee Hunsaker
Sports Editor
were to write a short note expressing It is imperative that the support does
KlmBllllngs
Features Editor
their opposition it would make a not subside but instead increases. The
Jonathan Blake
Photo Editors
significant impact.
1980's are going to be a decade of inNancy Hobbs
Registration is not only unjustifiable tensifying political activity, and the
Brett Klmball
Advertising Manager
in a free society in peacetime, but also government is clearly trying to
Diane Gordon
Asst. Busln~ss Manager
has been declared UMecessary by establish a "precedent in this case, on
Bernard Rostker, the Director of the which can apply to any group, be it anSelective Service. In his report to the ti-nuke; anti-draft, or whatever, which
President he strongly recommended challenges its policies or authority.
that registration be reinstituted only
The attack on the Mao ue1enwmts is.
Productions
Tom Belanger
Photographers
after a President has ordered military much broader and more profound than
Associate
Lonnie Brennan
Susan Hannas
mobilization in a national emergency . it may appear; it is an attack -on the
Chris Hart
According to Rostker only seven days American people and their political
Procf1,1etton Staff
Jennifer CIiiey
BIIIHIII
would be cut from the induction and social aspirations. To learn more
Nancy Langlois
Artlllman
timetable if registration were to be about this case and whatTsoeing done
Tracy Levine
Dave LaBlanea
revitalized, and that this savings in to oppose the government's attack, all
Anne Morrison
Lorraine Pitts
time would carry a price tag of over are urged to attend an onen forum this
Debbie Pulizzi
George Newton
Claudia Olney
· Lisa Selden
$23 million each year.
Thursday,March6, at 7:30p.m., in the
Susan .Safford
If you have any reservations about Merrimack Room of the MUB.
Copy Editors
Gina Mae Sipe
Denise Sprankle
peacetime registration, this is the time
Bruce Pritchard
Lydia Staab
Michael Landr~eh_
e
to take a few minutes to write your
Susan Leslie

Students learn cross-country course
design and fence construction as well
as building many of the fences on the
course. They also benefit from observing different techniques used by
competitors from other areas. All
students in the riding program are involved in some capacity. During the
months between events, the course is
used to train horses and riders in the
techniques of cross-country jumping.
Those students who are not yet
capable of jumping are taught how to
control their horse outside of a riding
ring. Loss of this area would eliminate
an important aspect in the training of
· rider and horse.
The present geographic separation
of the Equine Sciences facilities from
the rest of the campus enhances the
agricultural environment. Greater
non-agricultual use of this area would
certainly detract from such an atmosphere, and necessitate greater
security to insure the horses' safety
and well-being. A state university
should set an example · of proper
animal management, and such an
example caMot be set by cramping
horses into an increasingly urban envirotunent. ·
In closing, I hope that you will consider the impact that the construction
of student housing behind A-Lot would
have on the University. Although this
site might seem to be the most convenient to develop, the negative impact on- .an education program and
agricultural environment could offset
any benefits. Those departments
directly affected should be invited to
meet with. the Property, Planning, and
Development Committee and discuss
the impact of the development of this
area before any further decisions are
made.
Amy S. Dickens
Class of '76/Lecturer
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Athletics
To the Editor:
Recently, I've noticed several
glaring deficiencies in the university
athletic/recreation program. The first
one I encountered as a member of the
·
.
squash club.
There are ten squash courts in the
field house. On any given day, it seems
that seven out of the ten are being us~
for paddle ball. The courts are not
designed for paddle ball and yet they
are dominated by paddle ball players.
This would be tolerable, given the
probability that paddle ball is more
popular than squash, if not for ·the fact
that the squash club is allotted a
measly two hours a week on the courts.
Why? So that more paddle ball can
be played on the squash courts.
Anyone who frequents the field
house will notice other questionable
practices. For example, this weekend
I went to play basketball there, only to
discover that the courts were being
used for some high school tournament.
Not only that, but they were
charging admission. To set foot in the
gym would have cost me $2, using the
courts was out of the question, and yet
there were high school students using

a facility which was built for UNH
students and for which UNH students
pay to have access to.
The same is true for the indoor
track, which seems to turn into a
profit-turning device for some girls
high school track team every Friday
night. No UNH students allowed,
unless you want to shell out sot to watch
· somebody else use your facility.
You might suggest New Hampshire
Hall as an alternative to the field
house. That's what I had in mind when
r was aenied use of the usurped gym~
nasium. But New Hampshire Hall was
closed because there was no supervisor. That's what they had told me the
week before. Are we students paying
to heat and maintain that building
only to be denied its use because the
supervisor decides not to show up? The
hall is only open for three hours a day
as it is, which brings me to another
point; the recreation schedule.
Why does the gym usually open as
late a 12 o'clock and sometimes close
as early as 2:30? And why aren't the
squash courts open before noon & if
seems that with 10.000 students to
p-ovide recreation for, the Rec. department could be a little more generous
with its Scheduling.
Finally, I'd like to ·point out the
athletic aepartment's most annoying
shortcoming; the lack of J. V. teams
other than J. V. football. Whoever
heard of a major university's not
having .J.V. teams? The function of the
J;V. is to train and prepare potential
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varsity athletes.
How many athletes, who are not yet
varsity material but possess the potential skills, are being weeded out of
competitive sports, becallse they have
no team to play on? Intercollegiate
athletics should be available to the
average athlete, not just the drafted,
full scholarship superjock that the
present system seems to favor.
I hope that the Athletic/Recreation
Department will take some time to reexamine its ·priorities and start
providing the kind of program which is
expected of a large university. Ideally,
the program would include more accessible facilites, expanded recreation
hours, and more intercollegiate
teams.
Richard A. Cunningham

Injustice
To the Editor:
I have never before written about
man's injustice to man, but given the
turbulence of modem day society I feel
I must. Approaching my 22nd year on
this planet I have in this short time
witnessed man's apparent hatred for
his fellow man. One aspect of this
theme is the infidelity and ignorance

of prejudices between the races of the
world.
This prejudice has fostered racial
war between the ruling white minority
in South Africa. And, the religious confrontations in the Middle East between·
the Palestinians and the Israelis, the
Christian civil war in Lebenon, and the
Moslem revolution in Iran. All three of
these detestful confrontations have
tom families, disrupted economies,
and killed scores of people.
Other illustrations include the
irresponsible acts of industrial waste
beiQg dumped in residential areas
throughout the United States and the
world. One particular case is in the
Love canal area of Buffalo, New York.
This case deals with a chemical
company overtly dumping hundreds of
tons of cancer causi112 waste into the
Love Canal zone. This act has caused
scores of cancer and birth defects in
the Canal area.
We, the people of The United States
of America, with six percent of the
world's total _po~ati~, who use from
30 to ,.0 percent of the total global
resources, cannot continue to exist on
earth afihis deadening pace.
I am just one perSon expressing my
views and concerns about some of
man's injustices to inan. f think some
of the above mentioned problems can
be altered or corrected if people will
be a little less apathetic and a. little
more involved ir. current problems
facing the world. Change and new
directions start with the effort of one
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individual. Please someone out there
be that individual I
Christian Rieseberg

Newmarket
To the Editor:
Many students who live in
Newmarket registered to vote in the
presidential primary. The people of
Newmarket are asking their help in
passing an Interim Growth Ordinance
which is a moratorium on the approval
of all construction except for a limited
number of single family homes for the
period of one year while the town is
working on the Master Plan. Growth
has gotten out of hand in this small
town which has given approval for
over 600 new units during the past two
years.
The Cheney Companies have
organized a petition signed by land
owners and developers that will
require a two thirds majority for the
vote to be valid. The majority of the
citizens are in favor of this
moratorium so that they can plan the
town's future growth before it
becomes overdeveloped but two thirds
majority is difficult to obtain even in a
popular cause such as this one.
Please vote on March 11 at the Town
.
Hall between 10 AM and 6 PM.
Carolyn Barnes
Grad Student
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Shakespe are comes to Portsmou th's TBS
of saying the lines instead of :
giving them feeling.
On the other hand, Iago's
character is always clear.
Iago's murderous intent is apparent beginning to end through
his crisp projection of language
and body.
Throughout the play, it's Iago
versus Othello, and poor Othello
doesn't even know because he's
too noble to believe (until it's too
late) that a man who ·says he is
pledged to him would lie.
The final irony is that Othello,
who is so strong and powerful, is
betrayed by one flaw in his
character, while Iago, who is a
snivelling weasel is able to make
Othello's flaw his strength against Othello.
Woods and Roberts bring this
irony across through the subtle
interplay between their characters.
In the scene where Iago finally
that
Othel}Q
convinces
Desdemona is cheating on him,
Roberts' and Woods' interaction
subtly changes the relationship
between the two of them. Where
Iago once was the cowering
subordinate to the great Othello,

William Shakespeare's
Othello will be at Theatre by
the Sea in Portsmouth
through March 23. Directed
by Tom Celli.
By Dana Jennings
Theatre by the Sea's production of Shakespeare's Othello is
propelled forward on the strength
of Bill Roberts' Iago and Maurice
Woods' Othello.
Roberts' vicious, conniving
Iago is a stark contrast to Woods'
honest and noble Othello.
Roberts' Iago is puppet master
capering on stage, setting in
motion machinations to bring
about the downfall of the hated
Moor, Othello.
Woods dominates the stage as
Othello. His presence exudes
power. His rage is terrible and
his love for Desdemona (Ginny
·Russel) all encompassing.
It is his love for Desdemona
that sends Othello hurtling down
a road to a sell-inflicted destruction, egged on by Iago's lies.
The only thing that diminishes
from Woods' performance is that
it is sometimes difficult to understand what he is saying. He
seems to go through the motions

Maurice Woods (Othello) and Ginny Russell (Desdemona) are featured in "Othello," at Theatre
by the Sea.

TBS, page13

Space Invaders ·take over the pinball room
that moves, slowly at first, across
and down towards a laser base.
"Anyone who plays this game
The laser base has only o_ne laser
and doesn't admit they're hooked
~un tha.t can move left_or nght a~d
is either lying or doesn't know that
fire. o~e shot at a time, but m
they are," U.N.H. student Ross
. ~nhm1ted nu_mb~rs. As the
Jones said.
Jones was referring to video- · mvaders are hit, they disappear
from the screen, but ~he phalanx
pinball's newest craze, "Space
mo_ves faster as their numbers
Invaders."
dwmdl~.
_ The game consists of a_phalanx
The m':'aders are also firing back
(a 5 ro~ by 11 column regiment) of
from the~r front row or exposed
.~P~':e mvaders on a T.V. scr~e~

By Mark Johnson

i ..•

mvae1ers m what would appear to
be a random pattern. But the more
. one plays the game, the less
r_ando~ t_heir shots seem to be. "It's
h~e dnv1~g in New York City,"
said Senior Mike Deutch of
Somersworth. "You gotta' keep
moving or they11 get 'ya ..,
There is no real way to beat the
game, for as soon as an entire
phalanx is "wiped out" another
appears on the screen onl this

time one row closer. If one of the
invaders' shots hits your laser base
it "explodes", and you get another.
However only two replacement
laser bases are alloted, unless a
bonus is awarded to you for
scoring 1000 or 1500 points,
depending on the mode you are
playing on.
Jones called playing the game
"as compulsive as gambling," but
different from other pinball games

because "it requires a lot of skill."
Clearly there is something to this
game, and many facts show it:
There are over 400,000 of these
games in Japan, according to Bob
Mahoney, the Vice President of
Bally of New England. Bally has
received the U.S. contract to
manufacture the game and
production is in its record 17th

INVADERS, page 13
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TV CAESAR I MIGHTY MOUSE ,
GETS THE ,VOTE / IN EVERY HOUSE

tertain/ do business with a very famous and/ or
powerful person, but crazed in-laws, child with
magic powers, or family homosexual is/are close
at hand. Contact means loss of The Big Account,
or insulting of famous person. Our protagonist
manipulates the two constantly - nervewracked but in the end they meet. After initial surprise
(Famousperson drops cigar and rightwing pretensions) all is well. Hugs and kisses.
The careful reader may by now have noticed a
certain number of similiarities between these
plots: our protagonist's nerves ruined by circumstances, the final twist, the hugs and kisses as the
credits roll.
The careful viewer may also have noticed that
such programs come and go with a frequency
similiar to that of bands with names like Skid,
Crash, & Burn and The Arab Tentboys.
60 Minutes has been on the air' for about a
dozen years now and they are always in the top
ten Nielsens. The sit and corns may come and go
but Mike Wallace always has something to say,
even though his stories seldom end in hu8' and
kisses. They do often end with one viewer putting
down his Heineken long enough to clap loudly
and perhaps whistle a bit, which is more than can
be said for One Day at a Time, The Jeffersons,
Alice, Benson, Three's Company, House Calls or
any of the rest. MASH uses the same plots but
well enough to elicit the same reaction as Mike
Wallace.
Just goes to show, one should advance on those
dishes immediately after 60 Minutes, or, never
drink on the Sabbath.
.I?~~~~ .?~~..P..~?.t.~~?~!~~- !~. ~~ _~~: ... ·····················-···········-·-·-·-·-·-·-···-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-···················-··············· .................... .

was under subheading of Knowing Friend's Fiancee is a Slut (from way back). Also covers surprise
parties; Keeping Loss of Job ·from Wife, and
Buying that Fishing Rod He's Always Wanted. .
Misunderstanding ensues. Surprising persistence however leads to conclusion of hugs and kisses,
domestic bliss.
Sit No. 2 - Making Up Is Hard To Do: Misunderstanding leads to loss or quit of job, deals
falling through, dates cancelled, rings returned, in
open confrontation of long-sublimated grievances
(mutual). Surprising persistence of affection lea.ds
third · party to trick combatants onto neutral
territory and into reconcilliation. Hugs and kisses
result.
Sit No. 3- The Crazy Idea: Matchbook cover or
magazine ad leads to brilliant idea on part of our
gullible .hero. Best friend encourages Him/Her,
and fight with spouse ensues. Idea fails but unexpected reward leads t'o happy conclusion with best
friend looking most foolish. Hugs and kisses.
Sit No. 4 - Misdirected Fear and/or Loathing:
Our protagonist is led to believe (incorrectly) that
next door neighbor, delivery boy, blind date or
coworker is actually Son of Sam or Black Bart.
Hilarious contrivances result in effort · to avoid.1
being alone with not-killer. Policeman called turns
out to be ax murderer, not-killer turns out to be
undercover detective on track of real psycho, or
else merely a friend bearing incredible similarity to
killer. Ob-so-worried friend/relative/lover arrives
with calvalry just after everything resolved. Hugs
and kisses ensue.
_ Sit_ No. 5_:- 'fhe Big Client/ Lt. Colonel/ Famous

- Procol Harum
There's not much to do in Kensington on a Sunday night, and the sink was full of dishes; logical
conclusion, put the lemon-fresh Joy to work. The
question arose then, how to occupy mind while
hands submerged?
Heard too much music at work; the Chef's taste
runs to groups with names like Skid, Crash, &
Burn, and The Arab Tentboys. A 45 degree turn
of idiot box and volume knob raised tickticktick •
I'm Mike Wallace above whoosh of water. Faucet
was doused, Heineken opened, seat taken. 60
Minutes was--going to talk about SAVAI<.
Monday ·morning 30 or 40 million Americans
would have a very different view of ·the Tehran
hostage takers; TV Caesar ·gets the vote in every
house, especially in guise of top-rated and very effective newsmagazine. Sexy, ruthless reporters
writing wrongs and broadcasting them to right
them. Entertaining: Important.
One viewer slipped into spell of tube and
Heineken and put dishes off until morning. Five
sitcoms passed by him after terminal tick-tick, im.
blurred succession.
During commercials categories presented themselves. A quick flip· through the TV Guide
suggested categories accurate in all time periods.
Sits and corns, the basic categories run through
all. Hence, a primer was drawn up:

.. Sit No. 1 - The ?.ecret: Sunday's manifestation ..............;'!.?..~.~~~~~:..
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instead of dfaappearing when hit; never seem to tire of."
David Giardino, who works at
reinforcement invaders dropped
by UFO's that fly across the top of Atlas Music in Framingham, MA,
the screen; and an opportunity for a business that has now over 120
INVADERS
the high scorer to type his or her machines in operation in different
continued from page 12
name on the screen. That name arcades: says that the machines
"do well in a place where · they
month. This is the longest for any would remain there until that
player's score is beaten.
didn't want a game(referring to the
pinball game.
In the MUB, there are no signs cocktail table models) where they
Bally of New England has a back
of boredom with this game. .didn't want to lose any tables."
order ✓of over 300 Space Invader
Jones, whose average is a
games, despite the fact that they Stanley Copeland, the Game
receive a truckload of 38 games per Room attendedillays that "as soon respectable 6000 points, thinks
week. Said Bob LeBlanc, a as I open the doors in the morning that people play Space Invaders
distributor with Bally, "we get a someone is there, ready to pl.ay it. " because "it sticks in your mind.
What is it that makes this game You start thinking about it in the
truckload of them and we just give ·
middle of the day; so you want to
so differe11t and luring to the
them to our 38 earliest orders."
come back and play it again."
At the Tin Palace Restaurant in average pinball player?
But Mahoney has a more
Ron Duford, of Duford
Durham, Space Invaders, in its
first week alone cleared over $400, Associates, another entertainment scientific answer. "Space Invaders
is a progressive challenge. The
also unprecedented for any video- distributor says that although he
better you play, the faster it gets;
pinball machine in that restaurant, has never played the game, "it
and the faster it gets, the better a
according to Mike Tobin of seems to have staying power with
player you become. And if you get
Seacoast Amusement, another the establishments that it's placed
real good, you get to write your
in. It 's a challemze that people
distributor.
name on it.
Don Harley, Assistant Director
of Student Activities in the
Memorial Union Building said
that their o-ne machine has
averaged $300 a week so far and
B.M.O.C_.??
shows no signs of "tailing off, like
other'electronic machines do, once
TGI FRIDAY'S-- A national restaurant
the, novelty has passed."
corporation is lo<:>klng for the
A Space Invader game sells for
around $1930 on the open market
from Bally, but most places, such
BUSINESS MANAGER ON CAMPUS. ·
as bars and pinball arcades rent the
machines from distributors like
Seacoast and share the profits. The
split is anything from 50-50 to 75We need people who can meet the challenge
25 , depending on the agreement.
of operating a multi-million tjofar business
I
Tobin said that there are four
with 150 employees--AND are
versions of the game being
•
manufactured in this country,
capable of keeping pace with one of the
although Bob LeBlanc of Bally
hottest growth opportunities In any industry.
says that there are over 100
different models in Japan. Tobin
We will be on campus March 27 & 28.
figures that different models won't
be released until "the others are all
Please call Placement for more
played out.' '
information and an appointment.
The four versions available in
this country are a "cocktail table"
model · and an "upright" model;
both available in color and in black
and white. The upright color
model has been named Deluxe,
because it has new features
includinJ:t "Invaders" tha$ split

Invaders

I

I

I
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Othello at TBS
·ms
continued from page 12

a

Othello is now·at the-mercy of
few twisted words from Iago's
lying lips.
It is this relationship that
makes the play.
Except for Desdemona, the
other characters in the play
aren't that important, and that's·
the way Shakespeare intended it.
It is the emotional interplay
between the three that makes the
play work,-if it is going to work at
all.
Russell's Desdemona is disap-

pointing. She doesn't portray the
depth necessary for the role. She
comes off as a breathless,
lovesick, little girl who wonders
what is wrong with her husband.
She is hardly a match for the
3feat brooding Othello or the
energetic knave, Iago.
But despite the production's
shortcomings, Shakes pea re's
. writing and inspired performances by Roberts and Woods make
TBS's Othello a play rich in raw
emotional intensity.

YOUNG.'S
* special *
French Toast with butter and syrup
Tea or Coffee

$1.39

* New Partner's Special

~

Buy one dinner at regular price
get the second one (of equal value
or less) for half price!
11:30 am- 7:00 pm
Specials run March 5-11

.Senior Countdown... 75 Days until
GRADUATION
What do you want your graduatio n ceremony to be like?
Do you want to be ·recognized for your four years of hard
w~r~ ... or do ~C?U want to be another body ·in a sea of blue
caps and gowns?

Senior Key Honor Society wants your ... our ...
gradua tion to be special. In conjunc tion with
the UniverSity Comme ncemen t Commit tee we
_would like to know your concern s about Vour
graduat ion.

8

1. Would you prefer:
-individual college ceremonies (i.e. WSBE, Liberal Arts, etc.?)
- an all-University ceremony?
Other suggestions

B

2.Would you prefer:
- a celebrity speaker?
- an academic speaker?
Other suggestions
lnformato

\,.
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If you're starting to look at life after
college , try our "basic" outlook. Appty
{or the special Two-Year Army ROTC
Program during your sophomore
year. Attend a six-week Basic Camp
this summer and earn $500. It's
tough . But the people who can
manage it are the people we want to
serve as officers in the active Army
or Reserves. Do well at Basic and
you can qualify for the Army ROTC
Advanced Program in the fall. You'll
earn $100 a month for 20 months
your last two years in college. And
the opportunity for a two-year full
tuition scholarship. You'll also receive
the extra credentials that will ·
distinguish you in whatever career
you may choose. Try our "basic"
outlook on life.

CALL:

862-101 a

ARIIYRITC.
THE TIO-YEAR
PRIIRAII.·
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Class Ads

Rates: $1.00 for 45 words PW insertion
Each additional run· ~1.00
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Deadlines: Tuesday at 2 p. m. for Friday's paper
Friday at 2 p. m. for Tuesday's paper
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for sale

Speakers for sale: Complete series of
Wholesale prlcesl Call now before making
the blq mistake of purchasing elsewhere.
749 4739 317
·
FOR SALE: Stereo componenfi at fiia lowest
prices, all fully guaranteed. Call Greg at
· 436-45<l7 for Onkyo, Yamaha, Kenwood
and many others. 31"

napkins, match books, stationery. BY Of>
polntment.Call7<l9""618. TheStuartShop,9
Birchwood Place, Dover. Open evenings
d
k d "' 1
an wee en s.
Professional TYPING at lb best by University
Secretarial Associates. IBM CORRECTING
SELECTRIC, choice of •~le, pitch; grammar,
punctu· a"tlon
spel i·nff
c-o-r·r·e· c· t·e· d·.
.1.
Kwa1onao1e ra1e11or supe or qua111y. Dtana
Schuman. 7" 2""858.

For Sale: Nice blue Columbia 10-speed
. bike. Needs some work, s,o, at Durham Bike
314
Shop.
LOST: A gold bracelet lost somewhere bet1971 vw Superbeetle, new shocks, muffler, _ ween Congreve and Lord. ¼tas lncrlptlon
and battery. 4 snows, 2 summer radlals, FM
"JAO" and a heart lncrlbed "J." Has ex•
radio. Solid, reliable car. Cassette deck Of>
treme sentimental WIiie. Generous reward.
tlonal.
$895.i··
Barrington
and 9 p.m.
. 664-2570 between 7PleasecallJacQuel Ine at2-1643_._!HANKSI
Found: One male grey Tabby cat, young
VW'• tuned. I wllfgo to your.car and adjust with doublefront paws. Has yellow collar
the timing and valves. Change the oll, poln- \\ ·th bell. Very affectionate. Call 868-9725.
b and pfugs. All work guaranteed. $30 to
A. k for Judv Davis or Susie Slyter. 3/4.
$45. 664-2570 evenings and weekends. 3/4
tost (at Frat party) short beige corduroy
. Duplex available Immediately, on Karl-Van,
coai. Zip front and pockeb, hooded with
for summer or full year. 6 large rooms plus
fleece llnlng. If you know of lb
bath, 3 or 4 bedrooms. Rent $300 or
whereabouts, please contact Kathy 862·
$350/month plus utilities. Call Gerry 7<l9·
3248 or 2.1062 (Rm 220) No questions asked.
13". 3/21
\Y
_
For Sale:- Hazeltlne 1<l00 CRT Computer Ter•
mlnal 2 yrs old-work on the DEC-10 from
CAMP STAFF WAtitTED: Wlldnerneu Trip
ho.mat Onfy ssso oo CQH 749-1W. 3/21
• Leaders • Counselat; Waterfront, Boating,
Green firewood for sale. Cut to size, spllt,
Crafts, Outdoor Ed. Olrctors a nd Counselors.
and delivered. $75 a cord. 749-3936. 3/21.
Cooks • Maintenance help. Work • tu dy
available, college credit avallable. Write
N.H. 4-H Camps, Molles House, U.N.H.,
For SOie: 1971 Ford Galaxy 500. Runs great,
Durham, NH 0382<l. An Equal Opportunity
needs some body work. Ask $250. Must sell.
Employer. 3/21
Call 749-0527. 3/3
MENI-WOMENI
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No ex•
For Sale: 1973 CHEVY NOVA. 2-Dr. Custom
perlence required. Excellent pay. worldA.T., P.S., 307 V-8. GOOD PARTS CAR $300.
wide travel. summer Job or car~er. Send
Call 862-3173 or 332-4023. 3/11
, s3 00 for Information. SEAFAX, Dept. G-1 o
-1972-Maverlck, <l door, no rust, runs good,
, Jox 2049, fort Angeles, WQshlnaton 98362.
$700 or Best offer. Call 436-6693 avantnn• ~
r
· WIii you be spending the summer with your
1979 PINTO mint condition tan stlckshlft rust•
famlly? Researcher needs volunteers for
proofed AM only 13,641 miles must sell
study Involving mothers and daughters. Call
$3180. 742-3681 or 868-2318. 3/21.
Jane 862-276-f days, 868-5731 evenings. 3/7
1913, 10411: 'lotvo, Exe. cond., Exe. mileage,
JOBSI
-'AM/FM, R-W defog., 69,000 mlles, 168-1f<l9
LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIAI Llttle Exp. Fantastic
after 6 p.m. S2<l00 or best offer. 3/7
Tlpsl Payt S1600-S3800 summer. Thousands
needed. CQllno''-adlestaurants, Ranches,
SPEAKERS FOR SALE: ESS LU Tempest Serles
Cruisers, Ratting, itc. Send $4.95 for Ai>
Loudspeaker System. Frequency response
pllcatlon/lnfolreferrals. LAKEWORLD 17E. Box
35hz•2<lKhz. (pos./neg. "3dB). Power
60129, sacto, CA 95860 4121.
requirement 10 watb mlnlmum, 160 watb
maximum. Efficiency 96 dB/watt/meter. Hell
JOBS!
Air Motion Transformer, 10 In, woofer, 10 In.
CRUISHIPSI/SAILING EXPEDITIONSI/SEA CAMPS.
passive radiator.Impedance 6 ohms. 0ak
No experience. Good Pay. summer.
veneer finish. Thrff year warranty. Sold for ., Career. NATIONWIDE, WORLDWIDE! Send
S3"8 each lust over a year ago. For price or
5". 95 for APPLICATION/INFO/REFERRALS to
demonstra Ion: Kevin Damon, 216 sawyer
CRUISEWORLD 172 Box 60129, Sacramento,
Hall, Campus Phone 2;1121; Pay phone:
-: : 4. 95860 <l/21.
868-9854. 411
SUMMER JOBS

lost and (ound

' mom... but maybe we both have bad taste?
Anyway,haveanlcebreak,andkeepyour
finger out of electric sockeb (that really frlz•
zes It). Luv, the non-human. 3,..
Dave; Thanks for the good times. Had a
great weekend, too bad Sunday night
ruined It. Don't worry. I'll get over It, Just
don't let It happen again. Love ya, Mite. 31"
To my big sister and all the pledges and
sisters of Alpha Chi Omega ... What Is a friend
but a beautiful person who WIii always un-

How about a llttle action, the springs are
gettlngrusty-Your"Harem".31"
To the sweet little old lady of Marston Hou. .
Happy Birthday Marisa. Love John. 31"
Two lovely ladles need a ride to Florlda for
Spring Break-one way. Palm Beach area.
WIii help pay expenses. Call Chris or Deb
right away at 868-1529. 3/7
Janey-Girl, Happy Belated Birthday! Hope It
was a iood one. Nice red sweater you got
nd
0nd
~~r• a whale of a frie " Emily

m:~~--

~~~s~a.~1.;,~~i~::i~Vo1i~~nh~:::i·ei~-:,uv:;~
you In the things that are good, but to know
when to tell you when she doesn't think you
K.C. Happy Birthday-You didn't think I'd find
should. To be there when you're down ...to
out, huhll Hooe vour dav Is the best ever. Go
cheer
you
up
and
make
you
smile.
To
be
npu
_r. ~ut
there when you're up and to say"see, 11 was
,. don't forget to tie a few on for mel
8 3I
011 worth whllel" To aide and abet In the llt•
tie plots friends sometimes plan. To
NAC·Cheer upl Two more exams and then
th e Intrigue and lend a helPlng hand. enJoy
She's
Ifs off to Boston for LeRoyll Patty. 3/4
someone who reaulras tha same things
from you ...she's wh~ needs to be underScott at Strafford-We love your moustache
stood too. C.L.D. '80' 3/A.
·
and your blown back look, but what ha,>
The management of the CAT NIP PUB would
pened to your beard? We think you're great
like to suggest that you take a break, drop
looking but a llttle too confident. Come
your books for a few hours and enjoy our
down off your h!gh horse; you'd be surdally happy hours Mon.-Frl.4-7 sat-sun. 12·7
P,rlsed whars down here waiting • signed:
p.m. If you are looking for a place to have
'Whlle you're watching all of us we're watan entQyable relaxed dinner. The Pub can
chlng youl" 31"
provide a nice atmosphere, excellent food
and reasonable prices. See you soonl 411
Hey StranP.•r: I didn't get the carnation on
Remember: You can have pizza delivered Valentlne • Dayt W.here did you send It?
to your campus room seven nlghb a week. Signed Six Foot Nine Joe. 31"
, call 868·222<l. Nightly runs 9:30 and 11:00.
Call 45 min. In advance. ALSO- Joe needs To my big sls-SUe F. at Alpha Chi. Thanks for
sm 0 11 frlgerat--- paying S<lO 00 Call 862
bids night-It was great. I'm psyched for
re
.,,.:
·
• more wnd times. You're the best. Love, your
3336 411
•
llttle sis, Suzanne. 31"
The Organization for the Study on the Nature
of Man Is rresentlng a lecture on GHOST
To Wayne In ET-Good Luck at your new Jobi
HUNTING. I wlll be held on Tuesday, March SlgnedTheStudenbofET. 31"
-'-, 8:30 p.m. Forum rm of the Library. There
.viii be 0 slide show accompanyln the Happy Belated Birthday to yo-o-ou, a-Mrs.
nresentatlon. Eve one 11
,
Whlgglns. (You V.D. Womanl) I hope this wlll
To Caro p man O
amson 4 3 'You be a great 20th year. Guatalahara won't
,
In
a
hell
of
do. Hugs and klues Ricki Flash. 31"
have the pretties1 eyes 1ve seen
: ~~~~~:~i~Wk:
p~~
Jody of Smith 4th, Very funny! You better
1 on sundays ,..
work
watch out, you ne-ver know when he'H get
3
youl Deeb. 31"
Fat Cat • Thanks 10 much for celebratlng
with me last Wednesday. You are the besfl Lori Flahlv•Remember Jeff wlll be home
1w
soon. Only love can break your heart but
O a 3/<l
Love 0 ays, · ·
----,-----=-- until the morning comes don't let It bring
TO THE CUTIE IN CHl-0. ~!though we mar be you down because I believe In you (Nell
separated I wlll carry you In my heart. wlll knowsl)Love, Jennifer. 31"
•
mlu every second thcit I am away. I love
you seems Ilk• such a small way to expreu Melina, I never knew Barbie Dolls could be
how I feel about you. Happy 1 and 3 weeks so much funl After this semester sum of us
nnti hnnnv,, mnnttts.. Saa vou soon.1<l3 Brie l)"llgJ\t kr'!9W hPW to add ...,\nne. ASJ~lat•.
Cherry, Rocco, Smoke, Animal, Ferranti, Joe 3/4
H., Fred, John, samp, Attlllla, 0.8., Wolfy,
Growney, and Frank Hellu band of ragtime Becka-Boo: Here's your own personal.
swimmers: Good luck In the New Englands. Thanx so much for the walk • the talk the
Don't for~•• to shave down to the bone. other nltel I really needed It. Your the lestl
3
One 5 day ski pau for WIidcat Mt.-good '
~pe~~'":~~
!~d°\~N~~b
~~~
Deeb. ""
anvtlm•S25-862•2707. 3/7
.
, .
SELOR. for more Information- 603·659-55<l9.
carry us all through the season. The Best of Hey EZ Sisters, Hope your all having a great
Luck to you all and remember • NO TEAM weekl Maybe sometime we can get
1977-Volvo 244 DL with standard shift, overFlexible hours=ciiiilable for work-study DISSENTIONlll·TheTeamC00.
tog9ther • mfff "face to face". A friend.
drive and sunroof. Good gas mileage...• studenb. Open aam to 8:30pm, Mon.-Thurs.
$5,.wp.oo Call 868-2590 after 6 o.m. 3/4.
Help needed Immediately. Full time summer
PACI! 40 channcal C .R. Ilka new $10: SUPER
JsmLg!li)_QPtm. Call Pat Lindsey Of 8 ~ ! ! :
SNOOPER r_Qd_(H . dector $50; _ VOIGTLAN··
DER 35mm camera, oldie but goodle 5"0.
Ask for Greg, 742-4345. 3/4.
Ride needed as far south In Florlda as
possible for two ladles wllllng to share exNikon Nlkkormat w/50mm F/2 lens, partlal
penses and driving. (leaving 3/~·3/8)
warranty, $200. BLI 4" by 5" Press Camera
possible return opHon. Call Glnl or Ginger at
w/135 mm Wollensak lens, metal case, misc.
2·2476_or868·9865. 31".
. .
_accessories, $130. Call 436-4221. 3'½14.
Needed: A Ride to Logan Airport on Friday,
Datsun 1973, 30 mpg, only 68,000. DepenMarch 7th around 3:00 p.m. Please call 862·
dable, Inspected, radial tires. $400 below
1838 or 2-1837. Jhqnxl Ask for Jo,_..vn..,1...__ _
book. NO rust. $1,250.-749-1882 eves after
11 p.m. 3/7
1978 Chevette, <l speed, 2 door, AM/FM,
24,000 rnnes, radials, good gas mileage,
Maryanne, Penny, APD • "Bis Sis" Laurie,
$3495 or Best Offer. can 2·128.ll or 7<l2•1009
I said a Hl,>Hop and Here we go again- 2
nftar 5:30 D.m. 3/7
more days and Ifs "California or Bust". Get
psyched for our blgOlst road trip everl You
guys are the best and I'm glad we're all
going together. Look out West Coastll Love
Part. furnished rm. In renovated, downtown
VO BAF
.
Dover house. Woodbeated with wood slip.
Dear Mory, Thanks so much for organizing
plied. On K•van rt. $90.00 a month and utll.
the
ski
trip
to
Stowe,
Vt. for usl We had to
Ca"
4.2-A1Q4. 3/4.
love ltlll Only wish you could have been
For Rent- 3 room apt. semi-furnished, 10 min.
there.
A
mountain
of
thanks
from us all, The
to UNH. Heated $200.00 mo. 659-5012 or 659·
Christensen "21 " . 3/4.
5051. 3/28
"DUF"- I decided to put a new personal In
Apartments for rent• SOMER:.,W,jiifH • Each
since I already told you the other one at
has two bedrooms; one with porch and den
Scorpio's. BAKED. So• congratulatlons again
at $65, the second at $60 weekly. Includes
on the 1000 pts. Any day's open for Skidheat, hot water, cable TV, stove,
more, only this time I'll buy the Molson,.
. refrigerator and washer/dryer hookups. No
Renee 3/4
,
pets. References required. Security deposit.
Non-smoking, hard .-orklng male with genCall 207-676-9043 after 6 p.m. or on
tle dog seek hOuslng ·within 30 mlns. of
weekends. 3/38
Durham In exchange for work-clean, cook,
Wanted: Person to share house In
chop w9od, shop, more- Good watch dog
Rochester, 5 minutes from Spaulding Tpke.
loves kids. Can we help each other? Please
Carpool posslbllltles to Dover, Pommouth
call 742•3233 days; 868-5530 nights, ask ·for
· areas. $175.00 Includes utilities. Call 332·
IAorc. l/7
0944{ evenings. 3/3. •.
liear Chi o sisters, the reason we managed
Romates wanted: Need 2 teiponilble
to get up the morning after bids' night Is
people to share quiet rural farmhouse, 10
because we are hard corel We love you,
minutes to UNH. Wood heat, pref.
Chi O pledges. 3/4
Grad/Faculty/Staff, non smoker, 108.33 monJIM, DONNA and KAREN ('la of Ronnie's
th• utllltles. RandaUurns, Nottingham, 679·
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don't know what I'd do If the office was not
run b"y me and youl Love and thanx for
sharing the weeks with a Barbie Doll. 31"
Dana, congratulations and good luck with
your new Jobi Luv, USI 31"
Happy 21st Tricia! Memories of hanging out
windows, ski trips, long talks, hip thrush, Hunter men, procrastination, plg-oub, CC,
laughing, crying, wlld parties, and moat of
all, the growfh ol an unbelievable friendshift;
Have an awesome dayl Love,
Ca Y- 3""
MARY DUCA· Happy Twenty-first Birthday to
the rollerskatlna phenomenon and vocal
talent of AZD. We will never be blue
drooym_In,1g,_ _w_Ith_y_o_u_I_H_o....,pe_y,..,.o_u_h--=a:-:-d-a---,g;--;-oo-,--d
0 31
zeta Omega Omega brothers:. Show New
Englcind, as you showed us, how r.our birthday sultl stand up to pr...urell 'The men
will CLIMAX at New Englands... LCC ...Good
luck and we love you all. Sisters of Tau Nu
Epsilon. 31"
To JCC. Been In any good accidents lately?
(You can't avOld them). Hope you have a
safe and warm vacation. I'll send yah a
postcard from the sun. Here's looking at
you, kldll (And thanks for the flowers)-1'II mlu
you-The cook and prime consumer of Junk
fooc::I-Mell 31"
Brown Eye•The best way to start a day,
maklna love with someone you care about.
Yeah they're bluet 3/4
COUNSELORS: Qualified counselors needed
for 75 member camps located Northeastern ,
u s July • August. Auoclatlon of lndependent Camps, 55 West "2nd St., NY, NY 10036.
n42'736-6595. 31"
SENIOR KEY MEETING: Wednesday, March 5,
8:00 p.m., outside of the Commuter Center,
bottom floor of the MUI. Please be therel 3/4
CYCLISTSII Want to get In shape? I'm training
for a X•C trip and .w ould enjoy any cornpany for dally treks of 5-20 miles. Times
variable. 868-5115. Keeptrytng. 3/21
Recycling bottles, paper• aluminum saves
gobs of energy and does good things for
the Earth. Studenb for Recycling (call 749·
3704) meet every Thursday at Tpm In the
Senate Room of the MUI (all new peopt•
welcome). save a bottle.. .todavl 3/2S
Terri-I sure do Ilk• spaghetti; 1 sure do like
you-ya wanna like spaghetti together?
W/B.M. P.S. How's yer paw? 31"
SI
N
th
• Pl-...
T
8
g~fpa':t./ic:nt
~:ursd~Y
h:~~Jr.\?~~
01 of Epsilon
guys are really great. The1Sisters
Zeta. ,..
•
3

9!

A great big thank you to Rote for th~ terrific
r:~d~·h~r~,o =~olt ~-.:~~::~
ha
dasupertlmel Love,J.D. 3. 31"

w°.!

Good Thru Sat., ~arch 8

personals

Wearever
Heavy Gauge
Frying Pan
with Teflon II

for rent

s~--• . .

Large 8 Inch Size

ONLY .

Durham Shopping Center
MIii Road, Durham, N.H.

Decorator
Throw Rug
19" X 33"
• Assorted Colors

ONLY

333

5016. 31"

-~: ·.

~:'o~-::~!,w:o~~':f~:=-m~:i,e:fu

bellev• they're ~ailing a ~22 per cent
.margin of victory • LUCt?I? Ahhh well • for us
vtctory
Is sweet (and so are tou Jim for sentyping. Fast accurdte service. 70 cenb per
ding .me carnatlonsl). Untll we meet again •
page. 868-5181. 3/4.
_
In the oval Office of course!• Lynn (the last
11, of Ronnie's Angels)
Pick-up truck available for moving. Rates
negotiable. call Steve before noon any
DONNA
CORMIER has the best dad in the
dnv. 659•2738. 3/21
· , whole worldl Slgfted • The Hungry
JEWELRY repair, ring sizing, engraving. Gold
RepubHcans.
Stamping. Trophy and plc:ique engraving. By
appointment. Call 7<lM618. · The Sfuart
Shop, 9 Birchwood Place, Dover. Open
evenings and weekends. <l/1
Solld brass belt buckles wtth WIidcat or
University seal-two sizes. Now avallable at
wax l:Ar Record Shop, Durham. Open 11-6.

-services

IN CONCERT

~~

.

1

49

"J. GEILS"
(Bos~on·Garden)

Coloring
1 Pound Books
Moth
Balls
100% Naphthalene
•Asst.Titles

FORBEST

SEATS CALL
PORTSMOUTH

1~431-

8080

ONLY
Reg. 69- each

SHOP AND SAVE

/
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------~-------Colllics.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - No-pet policy
by CRAIG WHITE
Roae lt>x?Mi? rd a~orftar?
!2owed herrnym,m.

II

DI_NSDALE

by JOE KANDRA

SHOE

by JEFF MacNELLY

NOPETS
continued from page 3

energy," Foster said, "It can al:co
1'e a place to experiment with
, rules." -·
. •
However, Jonathan Bates,
director of Williamson Hall and
Linda Stowe, director of Stoke
Hall, were hesitant to change the
pet policy in dorms.
"The easiest way is to have a nopets policy; then everyone will
know where they stand," Bates
said. "I have nothing against pets, I
had thern when I was vounger, but
when it comes to residence halls I'm
concerned.
"Residents would let - their
snakes shed in the sink," Bates
said, "and I've seen guys kick a
rabbit around for the fun of it."
Stowe said she wondered if it
was humane to keep animals in
small resident rooms and agreed
that students do have allergic·
reactions.
·
"Even though there may be no
animal in the room, if there was the
year before, the germs will still be
in the room," Stowe said, "the only
way to get them out is to sterilize
the room.
"I also think there11 be problems
with residential living," Stowe
added. "What if an incoming
freshman gets a roommate who
has a pet, and he or she is
opposed?"
However, as far as mini-dorms,
Stowe said she feels that in many
ways Woodruff House is different
and that the residents are
responsible, but she said other
residents on campus will be
uncomfortable.
Stowe said if Woodruff House
gets permission to be exempt from
tbe policy that the Residential Life
Council would have to explain
specifically why to other campus
residents.

Investigation·~
SIEL
continued from page 2
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Wed. March 5

7=30

under the present indictments.
Siel has waived his right to a
speedy trial, Keefe said.
Therefore the state will go for a
reindictment when the grand
jury meets on April 2.
Siel was arrested less than 19
hours after the body of Woodside
was found off a path near the
Wilderness Trail Sports Shop by
. two students. At the time, he was
a freshman economics major
living in Stoke Hall.
Siel has since withdrawn from
UNH, according to University officials.
When the indictments were
dropped, Siel was released from
his $100,000 bail commitments, a
spokesman at the court said.
. Woodside, a transient believed
to be froin Maine, had been seen
around town, and in and out of
local bars on the afternoon and
evening before his murder. Witnesses said he was "flashing a
wad of money.''
The attorney general's office
declined comment on what items
were allegedly stolen from the
-victim, however this was part of
the problem with the original indictments.
"He (Siel) allegedly used a
beer mug in both instances," said
Peter Heed, assistant attorney
general, however he decfined to
say wha_t was stolen.
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Don't leave To~n, ·.
· Boogie on down to _

NASA
n-.,.1tRa..lSlia .. lllU'B

NASA
continued from page 2
instructions is the UNH in- •
strument because gamma- ray
emissions are the most reliable
indicators for recording the sun's
ability to generate solar ·cosmic
rays inflares.
While the satel ite is sending
back to earth, almost instantaneously, the findings of the
seven instruments, about 18 solar
observatories around the world
are recording simultaneous observations and sending them to
Goddard.
Chupp has been commuting
regularly between Goddard and
Durham, where he is presently
teaching physics three days per
week.
He called the travel "exhaust-=
ing", but said he enjoyed being
involved in the program. Other
members of the Gamma Ray
Group st!ll in Maryland are
David Forrest, a UNH doctoral
graduate and project scientist;
James Ryan, a University of
California doctoral graduate in
physics who is the data
processing scientist; Indulis
Gleske, project engineer; Patricia
Ferguson, Business manager and
computer operator; and Robert
Dayid, computer operator.
Eventually, the UNH computers will be brought back from
Goddard to Durham. Transmissions ·from the satellite will
be forwarned to Durham from
Goddard and recorded on tape for
later analysis. But members of
the team will still have to take
turns being at Goddard for the
next two years for daily
briefings.
Chupp, who began the project
in 1975, called it a "once in a
lifetime opportunity", and said
that he was looking forward to
the next two years of studying
solar flar:es.
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SPRI~G SPECIA_L
'

$30 off

our $189 model
Fuji Bike .

29 Main St.·
Durham

5 percent of all sales will go to the
Durham Pedestrian Bikeway Fund
~~
Durham Bike

Phone
868-7051

19Jenkins Court, Durham, N.H.
868-5634
Hours: Mon-Fri noon-5, Sat 9-3

Wa11i lV]isney World®
·

presents

In the Magic Kingdom
Unwanted Hair?
No Needles
Safe, Permanent

Florida-bound over Spring Break? Then say "T.G.I.F.F." to our Fantastic Friday lineup of superstars. It's a rock festival dream come true - all for regular Magic Kingdom admission prices.

FREE 15 minutes with a

Fantastic Friday
March 14

Fantastic Friday
March 21

half hour appointment
(For New Patrons)

• The Dirt Band

• Rupert Holmes

"An American Dream"

THE HAIR AWAY CLINIC
Hampton Prof: Bldg.
Park Ave. Hampton, N.H.
~

1603l 92'6-2650

~.Papa John Creach ·
· with special guest,

• The Guess Who

"Escape"
(The Pina Colada Song)

• Marshall Chapman
• Dixie Dregs

--.nuTREACH---•
COUNSELING
SERVICES

A private local agency
providing professional help. ,

Relationship Problems
Assertiveness
Sexuality
Depression
Parent-Child Problems
Career Decisions
Nancy Webb, M. Ed ..
Duana Karlen, M. Ed.
20 Madbury Rd., Durh9m

868-1241

.

Hours .
M-S 9-5:30
T & F till 7:00

Fantastic Friday
March 28

• Nick Gilder

"Hot Child in the City"

• Livingston Taylor
with special guest,

• The Amazing
Rhythm Aces

Come for a day-long fantasy feast in the Magic Kingdom of
Walt Disney World. Enjoy super entertainment. Plus, the
thrill of such world-famous adventures as Space
Mountain, the Haunted Mansion, Jungle Cruise and more.
You'll find over 45 Magic Kingdom attractions in all. All
within easy reach of any Florida beach.

Open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m., March 9-30.
@ 1980 Walt Disney Productions
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Women's track team
finislies -at Harvard
By Cathy Plourde

She covered the first mile in 5:30
and continued on to break the
"Just about every regional record.
record and Harvard track record
Captain Mary Ellen Letvinchuk
was broken during this meet," said got a bad start from the blocks in
UNH coach Nancy Krueger. "The the hurdles, keeping her out of the
girls learned that t5> place in such a finals. She'd have had to finish in
meet, the athlete can't afford to the top three of her heat to
have a casual attitude towards progress to the finals. Her bad start
their event."
gave her a fifth in the heat.
Over 500 competitors, coming
"The quality of the field was just
from Washington D.C. to incredible," Krueger said, "The
Vermont, took part in the event. winnin~ time in the hurdles was 7.9
Many national, American and and in the dash it was a 6.86. We
personal records were broken.
did we 11 c o n s i d e r i n g t h e
The Wildcat two-mile relay competition."
team of Janet O'Hara, Tracey
"The athletes were unbelievable,
Flanigan, Laura Stuart and Missy O'Hara said, "some of those girls
Collins, knocked three seconds off were like machines, they ran so
their previous best. Their 9:30.8 smoothly. It was beautiful just
effort was not good enough to put watching them run."
them into the finals of the event,
Now as the winter track season
but it did give them a new melts into spring, Krueger said,
University record.
"We've now got to switch from the
Junior captai~L1-~_urie Munson . work horse to the race horse. The Wildcat Marcy Pannabecker looks for a rebound as Waltham Wing goalie Peggy Cameron ·
captured a new University record conditioning foundation has been · juggles the puck during UNH's 8-3 win. UNH is seeded first in the Regional playoffs scheduled
while running her personal best · 1aid. We should have a good spring for this upcoming weekend In Providence. (Dave LaBianca photo).
mark of 11: 16 in the two mile run. season."

Down Waltham, 8-3

Pncksters eye playoffs at PC

8opnomore forward K~thy Ladd turn;d in a good performance against BU on Friday, but UNH fell to the Terriers in the
openmg round of the playoffs, 61 =-45. (Anne Morrison photo).

For the UNH women's hockey team, three
years will be condensed into two games,this upcoming weekend at the first ever EAIA W
Regionals in Providence, R.I.
•
Saturday,, UNH capped off its third straight
undefeated regular season (20-0) with an 8-3
trumping of the Waltham Wings, the defending
New England Amateur champions.
Kip Porter led the Wildcats in scoring,
pocketing two power play goals and adding an
assist.
"It was one of Kip's best games," commented
head coach Russ Mccurdy. "The way she handled the puck and handled situations showed her
hockey smarts."
McCurdy noted that UNH's two top lines plus
freshman forward Laura Brown all had excellent games.
. On defense, "Cindy McKay had an excellent
game. She really stood out and she and Yvette
Daigle looked like a couple of veterans on the
power play.''
Waltham served as UNH's final priming game
before the Regionals. "I was impressed with the
caliber of play," said McCurdy. "I knew it was
going to be a good game. It wa.s intense hockey.''

At points the intensity grew beyond normal
boundaries. Waltham was penalized eight times
in the game, plus a misconduct; UNH four times
plus a misconduct.
"There was a lot of pride at stake," explained
McCurdy. ''Bragging rights were involved and
that introduces another dimension. But I was
proud of the way the kids kept their cool and hurt
Waltham on the scoreboard. They showed a lot of
restraint."
Pressure had mounted in the third and UNH let
down a bit, allowing Waltham to fire at will against goalie Lynn Walsh. Walsh and Donna _
Nystrom split the goaltending duties and totaled
44 saves together. In the third period alone,
Walsh made 26 saves.
''The goaltending was excellent,'' said Mccurdy. "That's a very encouraging sign considering ·
that we're going into the playoffs.''
Ice Chips: The women pucksters will be
featured as the main spot on Evening Magazine
(Channel 4) this Wednesday at 7:30 p.m .... New
Hampshire is seeded first for the playoffs. Their
first round opponent is Northeastem... Cornell
and Providence face-off in the other semi-final
match.

Copeland

Season over, 61-45-

voted Coach-_

BU downs hoopsters
By Cathy Plourde
After five months of daily
workouts, vigorous competition
and undying devotion, the
women's basketball team players
can kick off their sneakers and
unwind with satisfaction over
their grueling 15-6 season.
The team . played Boston
Univenity Friday night in first
round regional tournament competition. Sixth ranked UNH met
third BU. A BU win was anticipated, but as the ball would
not sink, the teams tournament
hopes did. UNH lost 69-45.
"We didn't shoot real well,"
said UNH coach Cecelia DeMarco. "We played a poor game on a
bad day. Our shots didn't fall ttie
,way we'd.have lilted them to; the
ball just wasn'f going in the
basket and BU outplayed us."
Wildcats Kathy Ladd and
Theresa Redmond both played
well but the 29 percent shooting
from the floor is evidence enough
that no one else played too well.
The team was disappointed
with its play against the Terriers,
but more disappointing was the
irony that · UNH had played so
well in the past six or eight games
and this was a disheartening end
to a brilliant season.

"We had a super season,"

DeMarco said. "In a few days,
when we get over the tournament, we'll be pleased looking
back. We got to the regionals.
Maybe we didn't set our goals as
high as we could. have, but we
sure naved the way for next
year.'f
Senior captain Karen Bolton
was disillusioned by the final
game of her college career. "It
was terrible," she said. "It was a
good season but a disappointing
end."
Sophomore center Jackie
MacMullan held similar feelings,
but her major concern was the
fact that, as chances for furthering their tournament hopes ·
next year are excellent, it was,
frustrating that they couldn't ·
have done so this year while
Bolton was still a team member.
"We'd been playing so well for
so long and it's a shame to end the
season that way," she said,
"being Bolt's last game and the
last game of the season and all."
DeMarco said of the Wildcats.,
supporters
who
attended·
Friday's game, "For awhile
there, I thought we were in our
own gym. I only wish we had
played as well as we usually play
for them in our gym. We owe a lot
to friends and family for their
support."

of-the-Year,

by peers
TRACK

.

conitnued from page 20
Copeland's own award came as
the result of his cross-country's 81 fall season coupled with its
second place in both the Yankee
Conference and the . N~w Englands, and the participation of
Gary Crossan in the NCAA's.
.

Tbis upcoming weekend,
Copeland will take his six participants to the IC4A's but this
time not expecting the amazing
results which occured at the New
En_glands.

Junior co-captain Karin Arneberg had an exceptional meet in
the Tri-State tournament held last weekend at UNH. Arneberg
hit on all her routines and finished with an all-around score o1
32.2, good enouJdt for fourth place. In the end, the Wildcats had
dominated another meet and raised their record to 14-3 on the
year. On March 21 and 22, UNH will compete in the Regionals
wbich at.~ ~ing held at Penn State. (Nancy Hobbs photo).

"Miller has the nationals to go
and we expect to see him improve," said_ Copeland. "Tobey ·
(Russ) can also improve in the
pole vaulting but all of them will
be in very, very tough competition.
"I'm not expecting them to
break the world apart. The competition is so unbelievably strong
down there. It's like running
against international competition."

THE NEW HAMfSl;flRE 1 TU~S~A'(, .~ARGhl,'4~ ~9.80
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Fran~ lllOVftJ up die 1adder
HOCKEY
continued from page 20
UNH drops their ECAC mark to
8-15 and a dismal 11-18 overall,
the worst record ever accumulated under Holt's reign. It
also marks the first time that
UNH has dropped below .500 under Holt. It will be remembered
as "a rebuilding year"-plain and
simple.
'
·
At first, indications that the
last season away game would not
· be pantomined through, looked
good. Hustle by Gary Clark paid
off when his centering pass from
left wing to Chris Pryor was
neatly tipped by Raider goalie
Guy LeMonde at 3: 18.
"' Whether inspired by Cornell's
loss Saturday to Princeton, their
win 5-1 the night before, or the
thought of making the playoffs, ·
the Raiders played with renewed
vigor and took the play to UNH
with determination.
Mike Houle got the first of a ·
pair of goals on the evening half-

way through when he picked up a
rebound at 10:29. Colgate's version of Pete Rose on skates, Dan
Fridgen, i;,ped down left wing and
around a Wildcat defenseman
before slipping the disc under
Greg Moffett.
The second stanza again
brought a 2 to 1 scoring margin
leaving Colgate up, 4-2, and never
in doubt about the game.
Denis Lapensee got the first of
his hattrick with a wicked drive
from the right wing boards to the
far post and UNH was down, 3-1.
Bob Francis cut the lead when he
converted a scramble in front.
Lapensee struck back 45 seconds
later and Colgate was back up, 4- .
2.

Dana Barbin's eighth goal of
the year closed the gap for the
final time bringing UNH with
·one, 4-3, on a nice move from the
corner.
_
But Manchester,N.H. native
Jon Rheault and Lapensee scored
back-to-back in a four minute
span for a 6-3 lead.
Dan Forget's 12th of the year
came at 13: 18 but it was too little

too late. Houle ended the night's
scoring with an open net insuran=-·
ce goal with Moffett pulled in
favor of another attacker.
- Moffett played well throughout
the game especially in Colgate's
heaviest shelling in the second .
period making 17 saves out_of a
total of 38.
.
It was anti-dramatic; to term it
exciting would be unfair. It was way of forgetting about the
season that wasn't. Plain and
'simple.
--,--·
ICE CHIPS: Bob Harris, a
freshman from Burlington, Mass.
continues to play well working on
the powerplay and looking impressive. Captain Bob Francis
moved ·ahead of former Wildcat
Bruce Crowder to become the
19th all-time career_point scorer
in Wildcat history. Francis tied
Crowder's mark with his 18th
goal of the season in the second
period and surpassed Crowder
when he assisted on Forget's in
the third period. Francis' total is
presently 134. He is now four
:~~h.o;1;~~!it!.i f~

:i~: now

·Davis takes 1 77 lbs. NE title

•

•.
47;1"

UNH senior Bob Francis became the Wildcats' new number 18
on the all-time scoring list with a goal and an assist against
Colgate. (Bill llill photo).
-

Fair showing at Easterns
WRESTLING

continued from page 20

to do it again but I'm glad I got
the chance to do it. It taught file
what hard work and discipline
can do for you," he summed up
sadly.
Davis had to win three consecutive matches to accomplish
his feat. After dispatching of Bob
Clark of. UMass, 10-3, in the
opening round, Davis encountered what proved to be · his
toughest foe of the competition.
Unheralded Bob Heller of
Brown, a team not on UNH's
regular schedule and therefore
unfamiliar to Davis, clawed and
scratched his way to-a dead heat
in scoring with the UNH senior.
The deciding point came on riding tune,'' which is based on one
wrestler · "contro1lfng"· his opponent for at least a one minute
marginal difference.
On the basis of that edge D~vis
advanced to the finals and the
chance· for something he's
thought about for "eight years"A New England Championship.

Those eight years of anticipation . now condensed into
eight minutes of wrestling, Davis .
took the mat against Wagoner, a
foe he had done away with easily
during the year.
The very first move that
Wagoner threw, a shooting lunge
for Davis's legs, was countered
by a lowering of Davis' liead:
1be Wlldcat's nose was broken am
~e was ~emporarily dazed.
Davis was penalized one point
. for stalling in the second period
throwing doubt as to the eventual
outcome as he fell behind, 1-0.
Buoyed by the presence of his
family, Davis went to work in the
third period.
He reversed Wagoner for two
points and after both wrestlers
were penalized a stalling point
apiece, Davis scored two more on
a takedown.
With a five point lead to
protect, Davis never let Wagoner
out of his grip as the clock ticked
off second after second until the
buzzer sounded and Davis arose,
fists clenched in victory.
Leaving the mat amid extended handshakes he sought out his
family, shaking his father's hand
and embracing his tearful
mother.
"I'm happy for my parents but

BASEBALL

BOSTON COLLEGE (2)
VERMONT (2)

27
30

Date

Opponent

Apr.

3

8
10
12

1.5
19

- ~-

Time

-·- - - - - - -

SPRINGFIELD (2)
at Providence (2)

at Holy Cross (2)
DARTMOUTH (2)

26

at Maine (2)

20

1 :00
1 :00
3:00
1 :00
1:00

lliffll■

Opponent

Apr.

Bates and MIT@ MIT
Holy Cross & UR I @ UR I
at Maine
at Boston College Relays
at Penn Relays
at Dartmouth Invitational

May
3
17-18
20
24-25

Yankee Conference@ URI
New Englands@ Dartmouth
at Dartmouth Relays
lrAAAA@ Philadelphia, PA

June4,5,6

NCAA @ Austin, TX
.·

,,

~

1 :00

11

12
15

at Virginia
at Morgan State
at Hofstra

Time

3:00
3:00
3:00

(NEW ENGLAND SCHEDULE)
Apr.

4
7

10
16
19
21
23
26
29
May

3
6

Swimw omen fourth
with_a ~~l \'i~tory ~nc!. best
in the 100 ya~J!µtte~(ly.
continued frfom page 20
Said Urban, "Little things like
for the finals. The second group this added to the meet."
of eight competed in the con.Lowe commented, "Everyone
solations. Both races were con- that went deserved a lot of credit
ducted the evening after for having faith in the training
qualifying rounds.
program and following through
Lowe explained, "It's very with it. It paid off."
.
grueling and it takes an excep-·
Ten swimmers will continue to
tional swimmer that comes back follow through with the program
and does better at night. The for the next week and travel to
swimmers (UNH) that made the . Clarion St. College in Penn-'
consolations and the finals did."
sylvania for the Division II '
Kim Walsh shrugged 10 seconm _ .National meet next Thursday.
from her previous best in the .
Lowe plans to f'get them sore
200 yard · butterfly in the con-· again then relax." She has no
solations. Robin Urda achieved predictions for the meet as it is
her best in the 200 yard breast- UNH's first taste of National
stroke after qualifying for the competition.
consolation round.
She said, "We're going for inAnita Gombossy turned in a dividual performances mostly.
personal top time in the 1650 yard I'm looking for them to maintain
freestyle. Kathy Neville f91Jo.~ed ~Q~t th~y've dqne so far." ,
1 ,..

SWIMWOMEN

(SPRING TRIP SCHEDULE)
Mar.

-BOSTON NEARY

12:30

Opponent

Date

With the AIAW Nationals less than a· week away for the UNH
skiwomen coach Buzz Davis was less than thrilled about his
squad's fifth place showing at the Middlebury Carnival last
weekend.
.
"We're just not going to let up," said Davis, "especially at this
point in the season."
_
. The Wildcats accumulated 224 points to the perenially tough
teams from Middlebury (322.2), UVM (305.4), Dartmouth (263.9)
and Williams (229).
.
"It wasn't that we skied that badly," said Davis, "it's just that
the other schools were hot." Davis added that he had hoped his
team would have placed higher, but is confident the skiers will
pull themselves out of the momentary slump this week.
Muzzy Smith of the cross-country squad turned in th~ seco~d
fastest time in the five km leg of the 20 km race behind Middlebury's Alice Tower, as the Cats pulled in fourth place.
Muzzy also topped UNH skiers in the 7.5 km race with an eighth
place showing.
In the slalom events, Roxanne Cloutier nailed 11th place
followed by Nancy Frechette, Wendy Johnson, and Brenda
Gravink all rounding,out the top 25.
, Giant slalom also had all three finishers: Gravink, Johnson and
Van Curan all showing within the top 20.
.
The Nationals, beginning on Wednesday at Middlebury, will
feature the 12 top teams in the country including the likes of
Colorado, Wyoming and Utah from the West and Mid-West and
the top squads from the east.
Davis is setting his sights on a fifth place finish, a notch abovt!
last year's placing.
"We're really going to work hard to reach our goal," commented Davis, "It's within our grasp._"

1:00

LACROSSE

1:00

Skiers look toAIAW's

1:00

Me~'s sports

12:00

Date
5
9
12
18-19
25-26
27

1:00

CONNECTICUT (2)
~t Plymouth State (2)

3
5

1:00 ·

NORTHEASTERN (2)
at Massachusetts (2)
at Colby
RHODE ISLAND (2)

22

May

I'm still in a fog . . I haven~t
realized what's happened y~t,"
said Davis.
- ·~·
Coach Jim Urquhart, who accompanies Davis to Oregon,
assessed his squad's seventh
place finish in a field of eight.
"We got one win and one place
(LaCasse) so we didn't do that
badly, considering we only
brought down six guys," said the
first year coach.
As for his champion, ;urquhart
said, "I'm happy for Chet, he's ♦
worked hard and now he's capped_
off his career with a title but now
it's on to Oregon where Chet's
going to have to wrestle well. It's
going to be tough out there."
Davis now looks westward with
little time to bask in his glory. "It
feels good. I did what I came
down here to do but it's back to
work on Tuesday," said Davis.
As for his chances in Corvallis,
Davis may have used the words
of his initial flight sponsors for
in_tspiration. Located over the
right field grandstand in Fenway
Park in Boston is a familiar sight
to most of New England's youth.
You can picture a twelve-yearold Chet Davis looking up to the
Jimmy Fund billboard eight
years ago and reading the words
"I Can Dream Can't I?"

MIDDLEBURY
at Boston College
at Connecticut
at Tufts
AIR FORCE
BROWN
HARVARD
MASSACHUSETTS
DARTMOUTH

3:00
3:00

at Vermont
at Bowdoin

2:00
3: 15

3:00
3:00
2:00
3:00
3:00
2:00
3:00

It
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Final game

Davis wins NE title;
and a trip to Oregon
Brantley brought him to the mat
By Larry McGrath
·Years ago, when Chet Davis atthe2:56mark.
Lacasse came back strong as
wa·s a young boy, the Jimmy
Fund sponsored a flight around he tossed Sheridan from Boston
Logan Airport and young Chet College around the mat for eight
minutes in the consolation finals
flew for the first time.
Last ·weekend, the University on S~day earning the bronze
of Connecticut sponsored the 1980 medal.
Also impressing at the NE's
New England Wrestling Championships and next week Chet were seniors John Boghos, Marc
Brown, junior Phil Voss and
Davis flies again.
Davis defeated Fred Wagoner freshmanDougMcAllister.
Voss upset the second seed at
of Boston University, 6-2, in the
final round of the 177 lbs. class at 190 lbs., Ray Omerza of BC,
Storrs, CT, Sunday and earned before being edged by Ron Czarhimself a plane ticket to Cor- netsky of Brown 6-5 on riding
vallis, Oregon for the NCAA time.
Brown and Boghos ended their
finals to be held on March 15-16.
Davis wasn't the only Wildcat careers on the mat and reflected
winner as heavyweight Joe afterwards.
"I expect to get up for practice
Lacasse took third in his weight
class sandwiching wins over Ed tomorrow but when I think about
Brosa (pin 1:34) of Brown and it I realize it's all over--like
Tom Sheridan of BC ( 13-5) someone took scissors and cut my
around a loss to eventual runner- career short all -of a sudden;"
said Boghos.
up Evans Brantley of URI.
This was a big part of my life "
Lacasse, who was edged by
Brantley, 7-6, during the regular - added Brown. "I'll never be able
season, had his hopes for a
western excursion shattered as WRESTLING, page 19

t -h e .new _·h ampshire

spor ts

_G ymnasts capture
3rd Tri-State title
·
By Boston Neari
After Thursdays thriller with Michigan State, Sunday's tri-state
meet with Dartmouth, UVM and University of Maine at Orono at
the Field House seemed almost anti-climactic.
· Closing out their regular season, the Wildcats hit on a respectable
133.25, easily outdistancing UVM (111), Dartmouth (110.05) and
University of Maine at Orono's 103.15.
UNH placed in five of the top six in every event including the allaround spots. Gail Sweeney, turning in another inspiring all-around
performance, topped all scorers with a 34.3 as she hit a 9.0 on the
vault. Teammates Edie Sutton (34.15), Ellen Fahey (32.3), Karin
Arneberg (32.2) and Jackie Watskin (28.55) rounded out the Wildcat places. Wendy Nelson of Dartmouth landed fifth place with a
29.5.

J.osie Lemmi was out for the meet due to a bothersome ankle in. jury which she hopes to have completely healed by the March 21-22
Regionals at Penn State.
Arneberg had to be a major highlight of the meet as she turned in
four strong performances, particularly on beam and floor.
"I was really pleased with Karin's performances," said UNH
coach Gail Goodspeed, "and Edie (Sutton) is almost back in top
form, which will help us in the Regionals."
Goodspeed looks forward to having her team compete in the
Regionals, but is worried about the seeding her squad will receive.
UNH and UMass have vied all season for the fourth position in the
Region, nearly paralleling each other in total team scores. This
seeding is vital as it ensures either squad a chance of competing
with high-skilled Penn State while also helping to boost their chances of making Nationals.
However, after Michigan State beat UMass last weekend by less
than .5 of a point, the Minutemen reportedly found a mistake in the
score sheets and are claiming victory, and have since scheduled
, themselves into two more meets to accumulate more scores.
Goodspeed said she can only hope at this point that the seeding
committee will take into account not only this incident, but the apparent discrepency in the scores between various parts of the country.

Backstroker 2!iusle PanziK turned m some fine performances
this weekend at the New Englands held at the University of
Maine. (Nancy Hobbs photo).

The agony
ends tonight
vs. Huskies
By Gerry Miles
If there's one person who can
sympathize with the plight of
hockey coach Charlie Holt, it's
basketball coach Gerry Friel.
Having suffered through years
of losing seasons, it's now Friel
who can shake his head in
amazement as his counterpart
Holt anxiously looks forward to
the last second ticking off the
clock against Northeastern
tonight so the 1979-80 edition of
the UNH hockey season can be
• forgotten like a bad test.
Since Febrary 7th, UNH has
been unable to win a game, and
their current tailspin stands at
seven. The Huskies also felt
disaster with their trip to the
Starr Rink at Colgate when they
were trounced, 5-1. Saturday the
Red Raiders dealt UNH a 7-4 loss
and assured themselves of a
seventh place finish in the ECAC
standings qualifying for the playoffs for the first time in 14 years.
Chet Davis may be on the bottom here, but ln the end he was The win also ties the Colgate
the man on top, bringinJ home a New England title in the 177 mark foi: most wins in a season
pound weight class which gives him a berth in the NCAAs. with 18.
.
(Larry McGrath photo).
HOCKEY, page 19

Copeland voted Coach-of-the-Year

Trackste rs 'perfect' at NEs
By Lee Hunsaker
"It was a perfect weekend ... a
coach's dream," were the only
words UNH track coach John
Copeland could find to describe
the Wtldcats' performance at this
weekend's New England championships.
Made up of only seven tracksters, Copeland's squad finished seventh out of 40 teams. In
addition, eight personal records
were set. Six qualified for the
upcoming IC4A's (in Princeton,
N.J.), one for the NCAA's and
Copeland was voted the New
England Coach-of-the-Year by
his peers.
Boston University (92 pts.) won
the meet, followed by Boston
College (56) and Northeastern
_.
. _
(51).
. Alex Miller led lJNH with a fifth
place performance in the 35
pound weight event. His toss of
62' 6 3/4 inches was a personal
best for him and qualified him for
the IC4A's and the NCAA's.
"It was unbelievable competition," said Copeland. "Last
year, the winning toss was 60' 10"
and this year it was 64' 1/4".so
you can see the improvement."

Freshman Joel Dennis followed
Miller with a fifth in the shot put,
qualifying for the IC4A's with a
52' 4½" ·heave, a new indoor
record and a freshman record.
Tobey Russ' 15' 2" third place
finish in the role vault was
another persona best as well as a
ticket to Princeton.
double personal bests

John Copeland

came about in the mile run where
Dean Kimball and Guy Steams
both qualified for the IC4A's with
personal bests of 4:09.7 and
4:09.1, respectively. Stearn's
time came in the finals, good
enough for a third, while Kimball's mark was set during the
trials.
Kimball, ihcidently, has
qualified for both the mile and
two-mile run, something "that
not even George Reed (a UNH
grad and one of America's top
marathoners) could do," according to Copeland.
In the 600 yard run, Pete
Bergeron continued the string of
qualifiers with a 1: 11.8 personal
best.
Steve Smith, who didn't qualify
for the IC4A's, tied his personal
best in the 60 yard high hurdles
with a 7. 7 clocking.
"For me, it couldn't have been
a better weekend," said an elated
Copeland, yesterday. "We went
down with seven guys and I expected only one (Miller) to do
really well. But everyone was
~ery, very good."
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Swimwomen take 4th in NEs
By Pam Dey
Coach Carol Lowe had only
superlative descriptions for the
swimwomen~s performance at
last weekend's Division A New
England meet held at UM~ine at
Orono.
The women placed fourth out of
11 teams. "We wanted to be in the
top three," said Lowe, "but
coming in fourth was an even
trade-off because everyone did so
well."
It was the first time in UNH
history the team has produced
New England champions.
Success-branded Sue Herskovitz claimed firsts out of forty
competitors in the 100 and 200
yard breaststroke events setting
team records in both and a
UMaine pool record in the 100
yard breaststroke.
Susan Panzick dominated the
backstroke events with a first in

the 200, second in the 100 and
third in the fifty.
Place-wise, Panzick was not
surprised with her performance
but she shocked herself by dropping her time in the 200 yard
backstroke·by three and one half
seconds to set a new team
record.
The three day meet paramounted with the 400 yard medley
relay upset over UMaine and BU. ·
The team of Panzick, Herskovitz, Alison Smith and Susie

Urban powered to. a first place

finish in 4:09. Urban, who swam
the final leg of the race, said,
"Carol took the lead a little and
everyone added. I was so scared
I'd lose. I swam the fastest I
knew how.''
Urban swam a lifetime best
sprint in the event. The team won
by two body lengths.
Lowe noted, "No one was nea~

us in the races we won. They (the
swimmers) were so far ahead no
one could touch them. It was outstanding."
The same group scored a
second place finish in the 200 yard
medley relay after losing by
fingertips to BU.
The freestyle relay team concluded the weekend with a third
in the 400 yard freestyle relay.
Again it was BU who touched
them out by centimeters.
"It came down to UNH and BU
in almost every relay,'' explained
Urban.
The swimwomen edged out
New England's winner UMaine in
every relay.
Qualifying rounds ·were held
each morning. Around 40 girls
fought for 16 spots in each event.
The top eight finishers qualified
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